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Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Today
Twelve Pages

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
A politician, a surgeon, and
an engineer were arguing over
whose profession was the first
one to be established.
"Mine was," said the
surgeon "The Bible says that
Eve was created by excising a
rib from Adam.
"But before that,- said the
six-day
•'a
engineer,
engineering job . created the
earth out of utter chaos."
"Aha," said the politician.
"But who created the chaos?"

.4

Nixon Appeals To 'Give
Watergate To The Courts'
Nixon At A Glance

WASHINGTON ( AP) - Proclaiming anew he was not involved in the Watergate scandal, President Nixon has appealed to the nation to let the
courts decide the guilt or innocence of individuals involved.
"The tune has come to turn
Watergate over to the courts
where the quintions of guilty or
innocence belong", Nixon said.
'"the time has come for the
rest of us to get on with the
urgent business of the nation."
Nixon accepted full responsibility for the actions of his
aides "because the abuses occurred during my administration and in the campaign for
my re-election." He also defended his decision not to turn
over presidential tape recordings to the special Watergate
prosecutor or Senate Committee.
But he said the Senate Watergate committee had failed to
disclose "the, slightest evidence...that I had any knowledge of the planning for the
Watergate break-in."
Nixon's nationwide television
and radio speech and accompanying statement defended his
efforts to learn the truth about
Watergate-the facts of which
the President said, he did not
learn until March 21 this year.
He concluded with a plea to
"not stay so mired in Watergate that we fail to respond to
challenges of surpassing importance to America and the
world."

Nixon's long-awaited statement did not offer rebuttal Watergate questions. "It has not
been my intention to attempt
any such comprehensnie and
detailed response," Nixon explained.
Sen. Barry Goldwater, RAriz., commented that the president's address "did not add
anything to his other speeches
that would tend to divert suspicion from him." But Goldwater
said he supports the President
in his appeal for Americans to
recognize dangers to the country and the world.
George Bush, chairman of
the Republican National Committee, called the speech "credible and very reasonable." He
said he is convinced the Amer-ran people want the country

A WASHINGTON API-Here, at a glance, are highlights Of
'?resident Nixon's speech and prepared statement Wednesday
might on the Watergate affair:
PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE AND INVOLVEMENT-Repeated
that he had no prior knowledge of Watergate break-in and was not
aware of any cover-up.
l'HE INVESTIGATION-Ordered thorough and aggressive
investigation; repeated reports said no persons other than seven
Insisequently indicated. were involved; didn't learn until March
others were involved and that there had been a cover-up.
.
on
shortage
gas
With the
G BREAK-IN--Said be first learned of the break-in
EUSBER
some gas station here should
17,rather than March 21, as he said previously.
March
put up this sign: "We can fuel
EXECUTIVE CLEMENCY-Did not authorize for Watergate
some of the people some of the
s.
defendant
time, but we can't fuel all of the
- PRESIDENTIAL TAPES-Confidentiality is essential, will
people all of the time."
Continue to oppose releasing White House tapes.
POLITICAL ABUSES-Deplored illegal acts committed in 1972
We splurged the other day
, pledged to snare that such &WPM are not reragisted•
campaign
and bought some hamburger.
MURRAY COURT 728 Woodmen of the World recently presented a film projector to Murray Hie --THE FUTURE--Called for terWog the gentians of guilt or
School. Shown in the picture is Eli Alexander (right), Principal of Murray High School accepting the
Innocence in Watergate over to the courts; hied for help in
(See Nixon, Page 12)
"If the spend and elect check for the projector. Presenting the check is Mrs. LaVanche Turner. (center I, president of the
carrying out the goals of his adniinistration.
philosophy was good politics in local unit, and Mrs. Madeline Parker, treasurer.
the past, I suggest to the
political pragmatists that a new
Roll Call Report
day is here. The American
taxpayers who are watching
Congress know that massive
new federal spending will mean
more inflation or higher taxes.
WASHINGTON - Here's how Consideration of the Conference are.. entitled to a few luxuries,
And they do not want either
area Members of Congress report on fiscal 1974 ap- if you want to call a medium
Tractor pulls will be held this
one.
were recorded on major roll call propriations for the Depart- sedan a luxury," he said.
weekend at the Calloway
"I am convinced that a new
Those voting against said that
Murray High School students gymnasium also on August 22. votes August 1 through August ment of Housing and Urban
County Fairgrounds and at the
other they regretted penalizing
day is at hand, and those in may purchase new and used Students who would like the 3, the last days before the Development
and
Benton City Park.
current agency heads but that a
Congress who fail to recognize it textbooks on Wednesday and council to sell their used books congressional recess. Congress agencies.
Both pulls are sanctioned by
will not only fail their country Thursday next week from 11 should bring them to the high reconvenes on September 5.
The House vote in effect killed start has to be made
Bob
parthe K.S.T.P.A., and
Rep.
in this hour of need, but they a.m, to four p.m. and six p.m. to school on Tuesday, August 21,
a Senate-passed prohibition on somewhere.
HOUSE
"I
said
of
be
D-Texas)
members
(
must
ticipants
Eckhardt
such
may soon become part of the eight p.m. at the high school. from one to four p.m.
of
heads
by
use
limousine
LIMOUSINES - Approved,
the N.T.P.A. and the K.S.T.P.A.
Workbooks will be necessary,
should have loved to have had a
political past themselves,
To be held in the cafeteria, the
189 against, a motion agencies as the National
and
for
222
to compete.
Ad- chauffeur drive me home last
GOP Senate Whip Robert book sale will offer books that a spokesman said,for English I,
allowing continued use of Aeronautics and Space
The pull Saturday will be held
Griffin.
must be purchased new by English II, Reading, Physical chauffeured limousines by ministration, the Securities night when we adjourned inat the local fair grounds, and
(See Roll Call, Page 12)
Students in General Math, Science, Chemistry, American certain federal agency beats. Exchange Commission and the
Administration.
"The American people are Algebra I, High School Arith- Government, Bookkeeping, The motion came during House Veteran's
will offer a $1,800 purse. First
pay,
tired of excuses. They don't metic, Algebra II ( regular and Shorthand, General Business,
overtime
place winners in each class will
Counting
want Congress to conduct honors), Trigonometry, Math French I and II.
receive $100 prize
chauffeurs of these limousines
The pull on Sunday at the
Workbooks may be purchased
business as usual when that 12, PhYliCal Science, General
receive between $12,000 and
means higher taxes arid more Science (IIS), BSCS Biology, at the same times as the new
Benton City Park will also
$17,000 annually
inflation. They want budgetary Chemistry, Physics, Health 10, book sales. New books may also
feature a $1,800 purse. Weigh-in
Supporters argued for a study
reform to achieve economic French III, and French IV.
be purchased on Friday from 11
at the Saturday pull will be from
of limousine abuse throughout
the government before singling
two to six p.m., and the pull will
stability. And they are entitled
The Student Council will a.m. to two p.m
out these agency heads. Rep.
to it. I ask my colleagues here sponsor a used book sale in the
begin at seven p.m. Weigh-in
Edward Boland (D-Mass.) said
today, who among you went
Sunday will be from 10:30 a.m.
these chauffered officials serve
before the people of his state
to one p.m. and the pull will
during the last election and
begin at two p.m.
E. M. Shinners and Paul Kurz at "considerable financial
Coal was described as "the only two percent of the world's
with
campaigned on a platform of
The tractor that has traveled
of the Vanderbilt Chemical sacrifice" compared
remind
also
I
coal.
of
resources
future"
the
of
source
in- energy
more inflation? Yet, if we
the most miles to reach each
the salaries paid in private
presented
Company
known
the
half
about
that
you
people Wednesday by Thomas Harris,
continue this path of fiscal
pull will be given an additional
program at the meeting of the dustry. "I think these
commissioner of the Kentucky reserves of coal are right here $50 both Saturday and Sunday.
irresponsibility, the only
Murray Lions Club held
Natural in our own United States."
of
Department
higher
Registration at Carter and and the Robertson sessions Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
alternative will be
Also, tractors that win the same
Acknowledging that coal is
ental
Environm
and
Resources
noon.
to
a.m.
8:35
from
Schools
ry
Elementa
Robertson
in both pulls will receive
class
Club
House.
Murray
Woman's
fuel,"
considered a "dirty
• -(See Seen & Heard, Page 12) will be held Wednesday, August
Protection.
$100.
an
additional
The first full day of school will
Shinners, manager of the
Speaking at the Conservation Harris said modern technology
22, according to Dennis Taylor, be held Monday, August 27,
Additional information may
will
which
developed
been
has
the
conon
local plant, explained
Education Associati
principal of the schools.
be obtained on the Murray pull
when Carter will dismiss at 2:20
processes by which various
ference on the campus of remove about 98 percent of the by calling John Youngerman,
Students in grades one p.m. and Robertson at 2:50.
(See CEA, Page 12)
chemicals were made and used
Murray State University,
through four will register at the
753-1227 or 753-7805. Information
Two thefts were investigated Harris expressed confidence
Taylor said buses for both
additives
schools on the following schools will start operation on in the manufacture of
on the Benton tractor pull may
WedPolice
City
Murray
by
for petroleum and rubber
that research can develop
a.m.,
9:30
to
8:30
schedule:
be obtained by calling Butch
police
to
according
on
go
will
Monday,
The Laker annuals
Thursday, August 23.
means to increase the usability
products. The petroleum ad- nesday,
name
last
whose
students
Farmer, 354-6332. or._ Mien
-side iiirealloway County High
September 3, will be a holiday ditives
as reports.
known
are
coal.
through P; 9:30 to
Edwards, 527-1640.
said of
officers
ting
Investiga
School on Tuesday, August 21, begins with K
all children and personnel of "vanlubes" and
for
include
Harris, a farmer, conwhose last
students
a.m.,
10:30
a
and
tor
carbuera
a
Miss
that
editor,
the
to
according
.
the schools.
and former state
corrosion and rust inhibitors,
S;
Q
car servationist
Judge
Gale Broach, and the sponsor, name begins with through
Calloway County
Registration for the kin- antiwear and extreme pressure breather were stolen from a
a general
addressed
-senator,
and pickbreak
1
a.m.,
to
1
10:
30
Mrs. Geraldine Myers.
dergarten program, which will agents as well as antioxidants, parked at Carroll Wolkswagen. session of the 20th anniversary Robert 0. Miller was the guest
12
to
11
s;
lbe complandant was listed as meeting of the CEA. He told speaker at the meeting of the
Sales for the annuals will up for late registrant
be held at Carter, may be done Shinners said.
last name
Young
continue throughout the week. mon, students whose
County
on
manager of Jimmy Wynn, Fox Meadows delegates from across the Calloway
Bogard
Mrs.
Carolyn
by
n
productio
Kurz,
through Z; one to
Persons are asked to bring begins with T
August 22, 23, and 24.
projected a Trailer Court,
is Democrits held Tuesday
the
plant,
States
local
United
the
that
country
last
whose
No one was injured in a twoMary Lee Tinsley, 401 N. "facing one of the greatest evening at the Holiday Inn
their receipts and any balance two p.m., students
group of slides of the plant and
A through D.
at seven
due on the annual for the year of name begins with
the manner Eighth, reported the theft of a crises in our entire 197-year
Judge Miller spoke on the role (•ar accident today
explained
Shinners
two to three p.m. students
on Highway 121 South,
m
p
her car while the car
from
in
s
purse
Democrat
1973.
Young
the
of
chemicals
in which various
career as a nation.'/'
whose last name begins with E
national according to Deputy Sheriff
was parked on Main Street, in
were used and stored.
Focusing specifically on the local, state, and
through J; and three to four
area.
Maurice Wilson, who indowntown
introduced the
politics.
Winters
'hese
gave
Ken
he
Lion
shortage,
p.m., students who are unable
was fuel
the accident
accident
vestigated
traffic
group
One
the
was
told
it
Jones
said
Corky
the guests. Members
figures from a United . 'ons
to register at the assigned
were driven by
involved
police
Cars
local
the
by
ed
Young
investigat
and
National
interesting and ecuational
study to support his conte....ion: about the
of New
times.
cars
Pittman,
H.
involving
Blanche
y,
in
to Wednesda
By the year 2,00087 percent of Democrats convention held
The Ledbetter Baptist Church Murray is very fortunate
Taylor said that children who
and Steven F.
Hicks, of New
Concord,
S.
Sara
by
driven
week.
our
past
this
in
Louisville
company
m
petroleu
nation's
services have this fine
the
Partly cloudy and warm this will be attending the Special will hold revival
and David L. Poole, of
Plans were discussed for a Wagoner, of Hamlin, according
20, midst as it aids the economy. Concord,
resources will have been
afternoon, with the high in the Education classes will register starting Monday, August
according
Kan.,
Park,
Overland
Club
telethon to be held on to Wilson.
Lions
local
the
Harmon,
of
cent
per
76
James
and
the
t
exhausted
upper 80s. Mostly cloudy and on the same schedules. The and continuing throughou
Wilson said that both cars
the
at
11, in conjunction with
Channel
presided
president,
gas reserves will be gone.
- -cars
warm with a chance of thun- kindergarten of the Sigma week.
bothtraveling north on High'that
were
ic
said
Democrat
Officers
Griffen
National
But he sees coal as the the
Rev. Leon Penick, pastor of meeting. Lion Finis
dershowers tonight: Low in the Department of the Murray
way 121, when the accident
headed north on .South
were
Bone
Leslie
Telethon.
dual
Lion
the
d
despite
introduce
solution
Baptist
upper 60s. Partly cloudy Fri- Woman's Club will begin the Scotts Grove
who has Fourth St., when the accident problems of ash and sulphur dio
Any person between the ages occurred. Damage to the.PittChurch, will be the speaker for from Memphis, Tenn.,
Poole
the
to
day, with a slight chance of Tuesday, September 4.
Damage
joining man car was to the left side,
accurred.
moved to Murray.
side which are currently the of 16 and 35 interested in
Half-day sessions will be held the services each evening at recently
thundershowers. Warm and huwas car was to the front grill and concern of environmentalists. the Young Democrats may call and damage to the Wagoner car
allegiance
of
pledge
The
mid, with a high in the upper at Carter and Robertson on 7:45.
in- was to the right side, according
and the bumper,according to police. No
"By the same token ( in the 753-8011 or 753-0055 for
The pastor, Rev. Roy Green, led by Lion Tom Shirley
the
to
to Wilson.
8(s. Warm with a chance of Thursday and Friday, August 23
reported
was
damage
Lion
public invocation was given by
year 2,000), we will have used formation.
thundershowers again Satur- and 24 , with Carter sessions and the church invite the
Hicks car.
n.
Richardso
Bethel
from 805 am. to 11:30 a.m., to attend the services.
day.

Murray High Book Sale
To Be Held Next Week
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In Our 94th Year
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Carter And Robertson Students
Registration To-Be Wednesday

Stubblefield Favors Limousine Use

Tractor Pulls
To Be Held
This Weekend

Coal Described As The
Energy Of The Future
At CEA Conference Here

Plant Manager%
Give Program
At Lions Meet

Two Thefts Are
Investigated By
Murray City Police

Laker Annuals To
Start Sale Tuesday

Young Democrats

Meet Tuesday
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No One Injured
In Accident Today

Ledbetter Church
To Have Revival

The Weather
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Editors' Note: When President Nixon made his Watergate
speech Wednesday night, Associated Press reporters checked
the reaction of Americans of
many walks of life and political
persuasions by sitting with
them as they watched the President on television. The following account was prepared from
dispatches filed by AP staffers
Joe Tybor-Chicago, William DiMascio-Harrisburg, Pa., John,
Broder-Miami, Alexander G.•
Higgins-Concord, N.H., Ann
Mackman-WaslingIfifi— andMark Kautz-San Francisco.
It was quiet in the large
house at the Knox dairy farm

in Weare, N.H. The President
was on television talking about
Watergate.
R. Leslie Knox, 53, watched
the color set in the corner of
the living room from the couch,
getting up once to get a can of
beer.
His wife'Barbara, 51, sat in a
nearby chair equally silent.
Their daughter Jean, 9, fell
asleep in her mother's lap toward the end of the speech.
Their son Paul, 22, and his
fiancee Martha Griswold, 19,
who lives on a small farm in
the town, were there. Paul sat
next to his dad; Martha in a
chair next to Mrs. Knox.
The hired hand, Frank Flis,
18, was there, and Dick Smith,

55, a neighbor from nearby
Contoocook wandered in later.
As the Knoxes gathered
around the set in New Hampshire, among other Arnericans
tuned in were those in a bar in
Steelton, Pa., in an expensive
home in San Francisco and a
middle class house outside Chicago. A congressional aide
watched in Washington. Some
Salt Lake City businessrnen
viewed the address from a private club.
.
"I think at first T wprob
ablY_IYMPathlik to tition.':
said Leslie, a burly man who
was born in Montreal. "I think
there are very few people who
could be hung out on a clothesline like that and be questioned
4

tahrie
5tvory,
botit-.t.
erylittblreotwhinng
"I'm wondering how well
anyone would do. I'm sure I
wouldn't do very well myself. '
-there's a lot of things that
go on this farm that I don't
know about," continued Leslie,
who says he and his wife are
VCedior NixRepublicans who .o
on in 1972.
Across the country, in the expensive Presidio Heights section of San Francisco, lawyer
William K. Cobleritz, 50,
watched the speech in his
shingle
home.
"I thought it would be a finely calibrated combination of
pre-emptive omission and protective apology and that's ex-

actly what it was,- said-Cob-.
lentz , a liberal Democrat who
the
to
money
donated
McGovern campaign. "It was a
well-orchestrated speech. Listening to it, I think I have become more of a cynic than ever

Coblentz, alt. member of the
University of California board
of regents who opposed con
servative Republican Gov. Ronald Reagan on a number of issues, watched the program
with his family and some
friends.
he looks like a cadaver," Jean Coblentz, his wife,
said of the President.
In the luxurious Dural Reach
Hotel in Miami Beach, Fla.,

Lack Smith, there for an insurance -convention, said before
Nixon spoke: "You've got to
trust your President like you
believe in God." After watching
the speech in his carpeted hotel
room, Smith, 27, a bachelor
from Asheville, N.C., said in
his slow southern drawl: "I believe 'em. I know he's a damn
politician, but I believe him. I
got to."
In another chandeliered room
in the Doral, site of the Republican National Convention
Headquarters in 1972, Joan and
-Dick-Tannenbasun, both 27 and
in -Miami Beach for a vacation,
watched tig same speech.
"He'd kill his own mother for
a postage stamp," groaned

doan as Nixon reiterated his refusal to release the Watergate
tapes. "If he's innocent, he
make
to
have
doesn't
speeches."
Contractor Robert Smith
watched from the Steelworkers
Bar, a tavern a half a block
from the Bethlehem steel plant
in Steelton, Pa.
"This man is either responsible or irresponsible," said
Smith, 50, a Democrat who did
not vote for Nixon. -They're
not my 'words, I read them
sornewilere. 134,that sums it
uRZ'
The owner ot the bar, Peter
Colello, 82,-was more economy'minded."I voted for the guy
but never again," Collello, a

Republican councilman, said.
"I was paying $1.45 a pound for
capaccoli (Italian lunch meat).
Now I'm paying $2.47. He's too
damned busy trying to alibi
himself to do the country any
good."
Al and Eileen Massura
lounged in the paneled family
room of their $60,000 four-bedroom, split-level home in Oak
Lawn, a suburb of Chicago.
"He spoke in generaliiations
as he usually does!" said Eileen Massura, 48. "He failed to
explain himself on specific estions."
, reWtatT
"What does he have to explain?"
(See Reaction, Page 12)
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By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.
most every casualty insurance
company in Kentucky will
share in the new health and accident insurance contract for
state employes.
Insurance Commissioner Harold McGuffey said the contract,
held by Western Pioneer Life
Insurance Co. of Louisville
since the administration of
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, will be
negotiated without competition.
That has been the custom
since the Democratic regime
began renewing the pact annually despite a controversy
about the lack of bidding under
the GOP a few years ago.
Asked why there would be no
bids even when Western Pioneer will no longer have the
only contract, McGuffey said
Tuesday:
"We're doing some hard
negotiating and getting it down
to a low, fair rate. Bidding is
not necessary."
A number of reports have
surrounded the expiration of
the Western Pioneer contract,
with speculation that other eager firms were putting pressure
on the administration for it.
Allowing 12 firms to share in
the contract alleviates part of
that problem.
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Ageless Rhetoric
"We are taxed in our bread and our wine, in our
income and our investments, on our land and on our
property, not only for base creatures who do not
deserve the name of men, but for foreign nations...We-keep our allies in precarious balance only
with our gold...
• "When government becomes powerful it is
'destructive, extravagant, violent...deprives
honorable men of their substance for ivotes with
''which to perpetuate itself."
Who said that?Cicero, in 54 B.C.—Nashville
(Tenn.) Banner.

Doubles Game
This newspaper's sports pages carried a picture
the other day of a lady named Mrs. Judy Miller,
about to whack a tennis ball in the annual West
Virginia Jayceewomen's tennis tournament. From
the photograph one could see that she was way out in
front and in fact the caption informed us that Mrs.
Miller (1) won the tournament and (2) was eight
months pregnant.
Remarkable. Al last,.•a tennis player's handicap
that Bobby Riggs can't top.—Roanoke (Va.) Times.

Good Morning
Food stores have stopped using boys to sack
groceries and have switched to Brink's guards.—
Raleigh (N.C.) News and Observer.

Protecting Gramps
One way to pipe down the old fuds who are forever
complaining about dirty movies is to rate sex films
NF (No Fuds) and thereby bar the door to corruption of the elderly.—Charleston (S.C.) News and
yourier

Times Change
Used to be that the only people who worried about
telephone bugs were health fanatics.—Anniston
(Ala.) Star.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDO=A EU= 11111

Fred Schultz spoke on the proposed expansion
program of the City SchoolSystem at the met_ ,.ng of
the Murray Rotary Club,
The dedication of the new building for Cherry
Corner Baptist Church will beheld Sunday with Rev.
Norman Culpepper, pastor of the Sinking Spring
Raptist Church,as speaker.
Private First Class Shellie M. Crass is serving at
. the Army base at Spartanburg, S.C.
Rudy- Barnett of Murray has been elected .to
membership in the American Angus Association.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER A ilhOIS FILE

Preston A. Jewel, seaman, USN, son of Mr. and
; Mrs. Arthur Jewel, is serving aboard the Aircraft
:Carrier USS Philippines out of San Francisco,
California.
William McElrath who is moving to Louisville was
honored by the Memorial Baptist Church for his
services as counselor for the Royal Ambassadors
group of the church.
New officers of the American Legion Auxiliary are
Mesdames Edgar Overbey, Bertha Neil Shroat
Dunn Wayne Flora, Macon Erwin, Claud
Anderson. Alton Barnett, Peter Kuhn, and August
• Wilson.
'Mr. and WS. Shelby Hadden and children. Joe
Lee, Morris, Hal, and Annette, moved from Murray
today to Gallatin, Tenn. He is with the Tennessee
Valley Authority.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by
faith without the deeds of the law.—Romans 3:28.
Good deeds are a by-product if a man is a
Christian.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet, Jr.
. Most men agree that there are things about a
woman that can't be beat, especially.if she is
`beautiful, kind; loving, gegerour and a good cook.

agree .that there are things about a man that are
highly desirable, especially if he understands
'money-which is to say, women prefer men to be rich.
"Whoever is rich is, somehow, handsome."
—Dictionary of Opinions

Civil

Congress Is jraftsWar, Bluegrass Music,
In 'Wilderness Road'
. Productive,
iHuddleston

According to Boyle

Listening Is A Dead
Art In United States

antd:Injo:stwang
7;
dancers swing
about in colorful
costumes at the outdoor drama
"Wilderness Road," a main
attraction this summer at
Berea, Kentucky.
In words and music,
Witikregaa _Road" tells of the
conflicts within one Appalachian community as it, and
all of Kentucky, are tragically
divided by the Civil War.
First produced in 1965 as a
part of Berea College's centennial celebration, "Wilderness Road" is in the second
season of its recent revival. The
Paul Green drama is staged
nightly except Sundays, at 8:30,
at Indian Fort Theatre.
mountain
Kentucky's
heritage shows all through the
drama. Instrumentalists, such
as the Lamb family from Paint
Lick and Lancaster, stroll in
and out of scenes playing banjo,
guitar and fiddle. One scene
uses a bass fiddle made from a
washtub. Old English ballads
such as "Lady Margaret and
Sweet William" and "Froggie
Went a-Ceerthe"are executed
with the same gusto as the
rousing "Battle Hymn of the
Republic" and "Bonnie Blue
Flag." Some 25 musicial
numbers are interlaced into the
drama.
'Attie theaWMrance lied et
the end of the forest path each
evening, members of the cast
sing and play traditional
mountain music.
Women quilting and men
hacking shingles from wooden
blocks are worked into the
drama. When these age-old
crafts are mentioned, Berea
College immediately comes to
mind. Established in 1855 as a
school for all races, Berea
College draws most of its
4students from
the Southern
mountains. All students work at

FLIZABETHTOVilt
Ky.
AP) - Sen. Walter Huddle".
ton, D-Ky., said Tuesday that
the 92nd Congress has been a
productive one, but that its
achievements have been overshadowed by Watergate.
•'We have been working hard
this session, and we have
passed a record number of bills
with a record number of rollcall votes," he told the Elizabethtown Rotary Club.
Watergate, he complained,
"seems to have overshadowed
,.everything else in Washington."
He noted passage of a new
farm program, a massive highway bill, and a campaign finance reform bill as instances
of congressional dedication. He
said the Watergate investigations need to be continued, but
thought they ought to be placed
"in perspective."
"I believe we need to focus
on inflation, which is the biggest problem facing the country
today,' he said. "The sky-rocketing prices and food shortages
are just as serious as Watergate and deserve attention."

By HAL BOYLE
to his advice on two subjects NEW YORK (AP) - 4urnp- how to cure the hiccups and
tog to conclusions:
how to get rid of a cold.
The deadest art in America is
Most men go to their graves
.the art of listening. You can secretly convinced, no matter
hardly hire anybody, even a how many other goodies life
psychiatrist, to listen to you showered on them, that someanymore. Everybody wants to how or other they never manbe heard; when everyone talks aged to get their fair share of
at once, who is left to listen? sex. And they wonder who did
What we need is a National get it.
Clam-Up Day during which
God never made a canyon,
everyone, from child to cen- man never dug a well, as deep
tenarian, would chut up and arid empty as the drained faces
enjoy himself-and perhaps of tired people you see any day
listen to the echoes of some of in a New York City subway.
the wise things said but unheard They look as eroded and
yesterday.
changeless as an abandoned
About the worst thing you farm,fixed by time in hopelesscan tell a woman is that she ness. Nothing shows more drasnores. No woman will admit matically what is wrong with
she does. But it is a feminine civilization than this expression
delusion that only men snore. on subway faces.
The medical fact is that men
Heaven might get more reand women snore about equal- cruits if one of its attractions
ty.,- that is, in actual numbers, was more often pointed out: it
But in quality of performance, is the one place left where you
the snoring of women is far in- can go and get away from inferior to that of men. No worn- nation. You can also escape
an could ever match the depth death and taxes there.
of wheezy raspings, bottomlesIt-agurgles, stentorian sighs, cacophonous snorts, and snorous
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
roars of a fat, middle-aged man h.•
sleeping Off a huge dinner of
Bertram S. Brown,
Director
pig knuckles, sauerkraut and
National Institute of Mental Health
beer.
The biggest problem in the
average business office is what
Andean Fads
Contains sections on causes,
to do with a homely girl who
Annan is a severe disturbance
treatment, and what must be
can't spell either - but who is of mental and emotional develdone to improve the autistic
too nice to fire.
opment in young children. Auchild's chances.
About the most useless thing h.airsie--ehildren -ere extremely
it also cites other sources of
information and help for those
on earth is a picturesque post withdrawn. They show little or
concerned, such as parents or
card from someone you dislike no interest in other people or in
others with a serious interest in
'who could afford to go to a bet- the normal activities of childhood.
the problem.
ter vacation resort than you
They are often described as
For a free, single copy, write:
went to.
being In a shell" or living in a
National Institute of Mental
No matter how much smarter world all their own."
Health, Room I5C-17, Rockyou are than the other fellow, ,-How much is known about
ville. Maryland 20852.
you are always willing to listen autism? Far from enough, despite research in such fields as
****************t
psychology, genetics, neurology,
neurophysiology, and biochemAtiAa
Week!
t LAuvmA
Nexoi
runrut
istry. Very little is definitely and
specifically known, and specialists differ in their opinions on
_Abe nature of autism, its causes.
and treatment.

RECC Beauty
Contest Set
At State Fair

023R4

How many autistic children
Twenty-one lovely Kentucky are there? Far too many. though
women will arrive in Louisville estimates vary, because doctoi,
Monday, August 20, for the differ on diagnosis. Specialists
RECC Beauty Contest. After h Who *fine autisarzaeedediag-to
receiving some training from a very limited and specific set of
professional models, the con- symptoms say it is a very rare
testants will take part in a condition.
Those who use the term more
banquet, show and judging,
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the broadly report figures for the
Archibald Room at the Galt United Stales and England that
range from 2 to 4.5 cases for
House, 140 N. 4th Street_
_
each 10,000 of population. The
The final judging will be
condition is estimated to occur
Wednesday in the Stadium
two to four times more often in
Theater at the Farigrounds. boys than in girls.
The show Is free and open to the-,--1-The,-most-obviout-charocieristic of the so-called autiAic
public.
The winner will receive a $500 child is his extreme self-IsolaScholarship and will travel to tion...Such youngsters pay more
San Francisco in February for attention to objects thanrobther
humans. In some, this is noticethe national finals. First run- able
as early as infancy when
ner-up will
receive a $300 the child is stiff, and,,, unresponScholarship, and second run- sivc eyen with his mother.
ner-up will receive a $200
These and other facets nt this
•
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Tickets for the - Tuesday.
evening banquet and show cost
$9 and may he purchased from
George Smith, at the Kentucky
%/MCC, 4515 Bishop Lane,
.1„
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According to one administration source, it also keeps
any company which is not
strong financially from underbidding larger competitors.
McGuffey said all Kentucky
firms writing that type of coverage will share in the new
contract except Citizens Security Life Insurance Co. of
Owensboro, which holds the
pact far similar ccverage for
teachers.
"If we gave it to one company again, people would say
politics entered into the thing,"
he said. "If we pro-rate it, we
get away from charges of political motivation."
The Western Pioneer Contract expires Aug. 31 and
McGuffey said he hopes by
then to obtain approval of Gov.
Wendell Ford and be ready to
make a formal arrangement
for the coming year.
The teachers' coverage contract expired June 30, but has
been extended temporarily, as
the state employes' version can
if necessary.
Western Pioneer received
about 6897,000 in basic premiums last fiscal year from the
state, which pays for its workers.
McGuffey said Citizens Security got 8677,000 in premiums
from the state under the teach-

newly issued infovnalion folder of the National Inoitute of Mental Health. railed
"Facts About Autism." I or esamble, it discusses fully many
of the wave in which' autistic
.children arc different.;.and it_
out in ;-1

•

A
Fri.-Sat. Late Show -"Six Women" X
*****01 1:30 p.m.k***

the college to pay their„tuition
and as part of their education,
and many work in traditionlal
mountain handicrafts.
The college's Appalachian
Museum displays mountain arts
and
crafts-musical
instruments, a loom ready for
weaving,
farm
tools,
fruniture-all showing the
strength and dignity of the
mountain people.
A craft shop at Indian Fort
Theatre displays and sells
wood, cloth and ceramic
products of college
students
and area craftsmen.
Kentucky's mount. a people
are shown in "Wilderness
Road" to be devoted to one or
the other cause led by the two
Kentuckians who opposed each
other in the Civil War, Abraham
Lincoln and Jefferson Davis. As
it really was in the 1860's,
brother is pitted a against
brother, neighbor against
neighbor, in a conflict vividly
enacted on the terraced stage.
Tickets, reservations and
information can be obtained by
writing "Wilderness Road,"
CPU Box 2355, Berea, Ky. 40403,
or by telephoning the box office
at (606) 986-9403.
Joint Concert
Donna Fargo and Dawn,
batwing Tony Orlando, will
a joint concert at the 1973
Kentucky State Fair on Monday, August 20, at 8:00 P.M. The
performances of these two new
arrivals to the music industry
will be in the Stadium.

er contract, which also is negotiated rather than offered for
competitive bidding.
The current rate on Western
Pioneer premiums is 67 cents
per $100 of insurance annually
and for Citizens security it is 65
cents.
McGuffey said the state employe insurance rates probably
could be reduced, but that he
had no details of that phase
yet.
He said the teacher premiums definitely would be decreased sharply.
"There was an abnormally
low amount of deaths under the
teacher contract last year," he
said. "I am meeting Friday
with Wells Lovett ( who heads
Citizens Security) to start negotiations."
Western Pioneer will be
among the firms sharing the
new state employes' contract,
with a portion as yet undetermined.
McGuffey said there will be
two basic formulas to divide
the contract.
One will include a company's
premiums, assets and size. The
other will deliberately weigh
factors in favor of smaller companies so they can get in on the
contract, the commissioner
said.
"Nobody would get less than
5 per cent under our current
plan," he said. "Under the
regular formula, some would
have received only 1.5 per
cent."
McGuffey said rates on both
the teacher and state employe
contracts will be as low as feasible and will contain a clause
for a refund to the state of all
earnings above 6 per cent.
"Insurance businesses are
now more interested in having
money to play with rather than
from premiums," he said.
McGuffey said this "roll
over" money consists of advance payment for premiums,
allowing the companies to invest the money profitably during the year.
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Focus On Football

Fike Team Wins The
Oaks Golf Scramble

Browns Should Follow
Their Winning History
By RICHARD BILO7T1
Associated Press Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
Cleveland Browns have consistently produced winning football teams, and it doesn't look
like this year is going fo be any
different.
Since 1950, when the Browns
joined the National Football
League, they have had only one
losing season.
The Browns wound up with a
10-4 record last season despite
numerous injuries to both offensive and defensive lines and
losing three of their first five
games.
This year's group appears to
have some question marks on
defense, but is solid offensively.
Nine-year veteran Rich Jackson, who had a knee operation,
already has been cut from the
squad. The Browns had high
hopes that he would do wonders
as a defensive end.
Another defensive end, Joe
Jones, is coming off a knee operation. It remains to be seen
what he can do.
Bob Briggs and Nick Roman
played the end spots last season, doing an Adequate job.
University of Arizona defensive end Bob Crum was picked
up in the third round of the
draft in an attempt to fill that
need. However, coach Nick
Skorich repeatedly has noted
that no one has taken charge of
the end positions as yet.
Linebackers are another
problem. Dale Lindsay, a regular inside, is plagued by knee
problems. Veteran John Garlington has been sidelined with
a pulled hamstring.
Three cornerbacks are returning to the lineup: Tom Darden, Clarence Scott and Ben
Davis. Bobby Majors, picked
up as a free agent last year,

has shown some promise in Brian Sipe, who spent last year
camp and rookie Jim Suenke on the Browns' taxi squad.
could acid some depth.
Horn was acquired from the
The only defensive spot the Denver Broncos in a winter
Browns are not worried about trade.
are the tackles. Walter Johnson
Phipps will be tossing to vetand Jerry Sherk are among the eran wide receivers Frank
league's best pairs.
1. Pitts and Fair Hooker, each of
The offensive line is solid, whom pulled in more than 30
with Bob DeMarco at center, passes last year.
The Browns have finally
Gene Hickerson and John DeMarie at guard and Doug Die- found some depth in running
ken and Bob McKay at tackle backs.
Veterans Leroy Kelly and Bo
all returning from last year.
Scott will be able to rest beFirst-round draft choice of- cause of Billy
Lefear, Hugh
fensive guard Pete Adams McKinnis and Greg
Pruitt.
could turn out to be a good
The Browns have been lookbackup. The 6-foot-4, 260-pound
ing for someone to support
lineman put on a good show in
place kicker-punter Don Cockthe College All-Star game.
roft, but he's not likely to need
That line will give quarter- the help. Last year Cockroft
back Mike Phipps the tune he won the Golden Toe Award for
needs to get his passes off.
having the most accurate toe in
Backing up Phipps are seven- football. He scored 94 field goal
year veteran Don Horn and points.

Calloway Cubs Drop Two
In Men's Softball Play
Two games were played in the
Men's League Wednesday
night. The first game found
Parker-McKenney
defeating
the Calloway
Cubs 6-3.
Calloway led in the game until
the sixth inning when ParkerMcKenney came back strong to
score five runs and take the win.

In the second half of a
doubleheader, Calloway was
defeated by Marshall Counk 85.
Marshall County took the
lead in the second inning when
they .scored five runs and was
never behind for the remainderof the game.

Bobby Fike, led his team to a
nine hole record of 29 in the
twilight golf scramble at the
Oaks last Friday night. The
team birdied holes, 10, 11, 13, 14,
16, 17, and 18.
Team members in addition to
Fike were Monk Stations,
Carita Lamb, and Della
Boggess.
_
Finishing second at 31 was the
team of J.P. Parker, Mike
Morgan, Bobbie Buchanan, and
Cloia Campbell.
The line-ups for the final night
of this year's twi-light golf will
pair husbands and wives
together and a pot-luck supper
will be held following the golf.
Here are the pairings:
Delmer Brewer, Burlene
Brewer, Jim Neale, and Patsy
Neale; Jimmy Lamb, Carita
Lamb, Bill Seale, and Polly
Seale;
Purdom Lovett, Nell Tadr.ett,
Stan Key, Mary Jane Key;
Mickey
Boggess,
Della
Boggess, Jerry Hopkins, and
Karen Hargrove;
J.P. Parker, Laura Parker,
Doug Willoughby, and Judy
Willoughby; Roy Cothran,
Bobbie Buchanan, Cliff Campbell, and Cloia Campbell;
Jerry Caldwell, Carolyn
Caldwell, Mike Morgan, and
Jeanie Morgan; Bobby Fike,
Dorothy Fike, Allan Rose, and
Doris Rose.
Tee-offs will begin at 5:00
p.m.

A FINE NEW TIRE
AT A FINE NEW PRICE

re,

We Will Mount Them FREE I

Use Gulf Credit Cordisisto six
•••

months to pay Interest Free

The Tire Store that's there when you need it.

At These Participating Dealers:

Lovett Bros. Gulf

C. E. Cain Gulf

309 So. 4th
Murray, Ky.

6th & Main Streets
Murray, Ky.

Trotterifiulf

Del's Gulf

Hwy.'641 .8—Glendale

Five Points

muffat,15.

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
surrox, Mass. I AP) — Ben
Crenshaw went into his first
golf tournament as a professional confident, self-contained
and ready to challenge the giants of the game.
"No special feeling," shrugged the long-haired, 21-year-old
before teeing off today in the
first round of a $200,000 tournament.
'It's notlike I'd never played
in one of these before," Crenshaw said before making his
long-awaited debut as a pro.
"I've had a little experience.
I'll be okay."
He comes to the pros—there
never had been any doubt
about him eventually leaving
the amateur ranks—with a
glossy record behind him and
unanimous expectation of a fantastic career in front of him.
Crenshaw, who won a flock of
amateur titles including a
couple of national collegiate
crowns while at the University
of Texas, probably is the most
highly-touted youngster since
Jack Nicidaas.
He ottscored both Nicklaus
and Arnold Palmer on the days
he played with them and ended
up as the low amateur in the
Masters for the second year in
a row.
He also finished in the top 20

Cougars Sign Player

•••••

Murray. Ky. -

By FRANK BROWN ..
Associated Press Sports Writer
There were nearly 21,000
people in the Three Rivers Stadium stands Wednesday night.
There were two outs in the bottom of the eighth inning, and
Cincinnati's Jack Billingham
was facing one of baseball's
most feared hitters—Pittsburgh's Willie Stargell.
There was no score, and a
bad pitch to Stargell could have
meant disaster
With the less-threatening
Rich Zisk on deck, Reds manager Sparky Anderson decided
to gamble and walk Stargell intentionally.
The idea paid off for the
Reds, as ask tapped harmlessly in front of the plate and was
thrown out to end the inning.
Then tincinhati scored a run in
the ninth to defeat the Pirates

Talent Suppliers
BOSTON (AP) — The New
England Whalers of the World
Hockey Association said
Wednesday they will join with
the Cleveland Crusaders in supplying talent to the Jacksonville
Barons of the American Hockey
League

}or league's annual summer
meetings.
American League President
Joe Cronin said after Wednesday's session that interleague
play still was being discussed.
Asked if he expected a formal vote at the joint meeting,
Cronin said, "You never know.
This is a joint venture, not one
league against the other."
However, the American
League has been nearly unanimous in favor of some form of
interleague play, while National
League officials have maintained a united front against it.
Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, who favors it, said he
"wouldn't want to evaluate
whether it's dead or not."
"You know how we're going
to vote, don't you?" one National League official asked.
Asked if that meant against
interleague play, the official
nodded affirmatively.

1-0 for Billingham's seventh
shutout of the season.
In other National League
games, the Atlanta Braves
crushed the staggering Chicago
Cubs 15-1; the San Francisco
Giants bombed the Philadelphia
Phillies 11-2; the New York
Meta blanked the San Diego
Padres 7-0; the Houston Astros
shut out the slumping St. Louis
Cardinals 3-0, and the Los Angeles Dodgers downed the Montreal Expos 7-2.
Braves 16, Cubs 1
Darrell Evans cracked his
34th home run of the season
and Dave Johnson added his
32nd to highlight the 19-hit Atlanta attack that sent the reeling Cubs to their 10th consecutive loss and the 32nd in
their last 42 games. Evans'
homer tied him with Stargell
for the major league lead.
Giants 11, Phalles 2
San Francisco powered Juan
Marichal to his 237th career
victory, making him the winningest active pitcher in the major leagues. Marichal and Bob
Gibson of the St. Louis Cardinals had been tied for the lead,
but Willie McCovey's three-run
homer in the first inning gave
Marichal all the runs he needed
to take over the to spot.
Meta 7, Padres 0
Tom Seaver's Iwo-hitter was
backed by three New York
home runs in their triumph
over San Diego. Jerry Grote hit
his first homer of the season
and the first grand slam of his
'career in the fourth inning to
spark New York's hitting he-

at the tough and prestigious Colonial National Invitation and
challenged for the title before
finishing sixth in the Houston
Open.
While Cren.shaw's pro debut
will occupy a great deal of attention, Lee Trevino and Bruce
Crampton rank as the men to
beat for the 640,000 first prize
in this 72-hole event. Crampton,
an Australian, tops the season's
money-winners with 87/0,000
and has won four
es.
Other standouts include defending titleholder Bruce Devlin, host pro Paul Harney and
Masters champion Tommy Aaron.

roics.
Autos 3, Cards 0
Run-scoring doubles by Cesar
Cedeno and Bob Watson in the
sixth inning supported a fivehitter by Jerry Reuss.
Another highlight was provided by Jim Wynn's spectacular catch of a Mike Tyson drive
in the St. Louis second inning.
He gloved the looping line drive

with two men on and one out to
save the shutout.
Dodgers 7, Expos 2
Bill Buckner homered, doubled and singled, scored two
runs and led Los Angeles over
Montreal. Don Sutton and Jim
Brewer combined to help tht
Dodgers
maintain
their
2itgame lead over the Reds in
the League's Western Division.

• turday, August 18, 1973, 7:00 p.m. CDT
Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds
Both Sanctioned by K.S.T.P.A. - $1800 Purse
Must be N.T.P.A. and K.S.T.P.A. Members to Compete
K.S.T.P.A. Rules Apply In All Classes
Weigh-in at Fairgrounds — 2-6 p.m.
For Information Call or See Johnny Youngerman,
753-1227 or 753-7805
Sunday, Aug. 19, 1973-2:00 p.m. CDT
PULL AT BENTON CITY PARK,
Benton, Kentucky
$1860 Purse-Weigh-in at Fairgrounds 10:30-1:00 p.m"
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GREENSBORO, N. C. (AP)
— The Carolina Cougars of the
American Basketball Association announced today the signing of Ed Manning for the 197374 season
Terms of the 6-foot-7 Manning's contract were not disclosed. It will be his third season with the Cougars, after
Ague Ban the Full Strength Formula
three years in the National
• •,,,•
'" 1,,n5
Basketball Association.
The signing leaves only cencelley'J
ter Tom Owens and guard Gene
Littles still unsigned, a team Central Shopping Center
spokesman said.
Murray. Ky.
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Tractor that travels most miles receives $50 extra.
Tractors winning same class at both pulls win
$100 extra.
For information call or see Butch Farmer, 354-6332,
or Allen Edwards, 527-1640
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21 Year Old Crenshaw Is
Confident In Pro Debut
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Strategy For Reds Pays Off,
All East Contenders Defeated

Future Is Dim For The
Interleague _Play Hopes

By MIKE O'BRIEN
Leading hitter for Marshall Associated Press Sports Writer
Egnor carried the big stick
MILWAUKEE ( AP) — Interfor Parker-McKenney with County was Farmer with three
three safe hits. Boyd, Haver- hits while Ward from Calloway league play was the primary
topic as American League
stock, and McKenney each had also had three hits.
baseball officials met an hour
two hits.
The
Men's
League longer than planned late
Williams, Gordon, and Torunament will begin Mon- Wednesday
, but their hopes for
Brandon each picked up two day, August 20, with the first its adoption
in the foreseeable
game
starting at 6:30 p.m.
hits each for the losers.
future seemed dim.
The meeting was to resume
early today, prior to a joint
meeting of the American and
National Leagues. However,
one high official, who asked to
remain unidentified, said an interleague play recommendation
already had been rejected in an
executive council meeting.
The -recommendation was
presented by Bud Selig, MilsY
Tubeless-Load Range B
waukee Brewers' president and
Reversible Single
member of a four-man comWhite-black Sidewalls
mittee which has studied the
idea for several months.
•••
Today's joint session was to
be the final business of the ma-
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Murray High this fall as managers of the
TIGER MANAGER-Four young men will be serving
Greg Grogan, Greg Thompson,and
Adams,
Tigers'football team. They are,from left to right, Phillip
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
.
Roger McCuiston

Eagles-Face Rough Battle As
Steelers Are On The Agenda

will be at Kansas City, Chicago
bition game.
Mike at Miami, New England at Atcoach
Eagles'
McCormack can be forgiven if lanta, Oakland at Los Angeles,
he has the feeling that things St. Louis at Denver and New
are going to get worse before Orleans at Dallas.
they get better. His young team
On Sunday, Paul Brown goes
is a heavy underdog against against his old team when his
Cincinnati Bengals play the
Pittsburgh.
Steelers' coach Chuck Noll Cleveland Browns at Columbus,
plans to give McCormack and Ohio, a cross-town rivalry will
the Eagles the Steelers' best be resumed 'at New Haven,
shot. He'll start the same team Conn., when the New York Githat opened against Miami in ants play the New York Jets,
last season's American Football and San Diego will be at San
Conference playoff game, led Francisco.
by quarterback Terry BradWhen the Bears try to put an
shaw and running back Franco
to Miami's 21-game winend
Harris on offense, and 'Mean"
streak, John Huarte will
ning
Joe Greene on defense. Terry
not be on the sidelines. The
spell
to
expected
Haru-atty is
Notre Dame quarterback, who
Bradshaw in the second half.
one of the high points
reached
The Steelers are 1-1 in exhibiof his professional career when
34Baltimore
beating
tion play,
he won the Heismari Trophy in
7, and losing to Minnesota 104.
1964, reached one of the low
Noll expressed dissatisfaction
points Wednesday when he was
it
gone!"
declaring
offense,
just
with his
"It's goneplaced on waivers by the Bears
lacked "intensity."
Hear about the man whose
unclaimed by any club.
and
Harris, the Steelers' leading
boat trailer, with the boat
rookie,
a
as
Abe Glbron said
Coach
season
last
runner
and motor on it, disapbe- Huarte is a free agent and
sparingly
used
been
has
driveway?
peared from his
cause of a bruised thigh and might play football in Canada
Or the campers whose tent
knee, but has been pronounced where another Heisman winner
collapsed while cooking
from Notre Dame-Joe Theisfor tonight.
fit
barely
who
breakfast, and
compared
who
k,
McCormac
mann-currently plays for Toescaped before it went up
his club's performance against ronto.
in flames? It is wise to
Cincinnati with a high school
carry 'all-risk' insurance
New York Giants Coach Alex
team, will start with young Webster said he still was undean all Pampa] property,
John Reaves at quarterback, cided about his starting quarplus liability Insurance for
and substitute with veteran Ro- terback for the regular season,
possible injuries to other!.
man Gabriel in the second half. but ailnounced that Norm
Washington will be at Buffalo Snead would open 'against the
on Friday, while on Saturday Jets Saturday and Randy JohnBaltimore will play Detroit at son probably would start
INSURANCE AGENCY
Memphis, Houston plays Green against Pittsburgh Aug. 26.
IlEt AIR CENTER 753-4751
Bay at Milwaukee, Minnesota

PHILADELPHIA (AP) The Philadelphia Eagles, fresh
from a 45-21 trouncing at the
hands of the Cincinnati Bengals, collide tonight with the
tough Pittsburgh Steelers in a
National Football League exhi-

McNally Continuet-Hex
Over The Texas Rangers

By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Press Sports Writer
Associated
2
1
/
56 .525 3
Boston
The Washington Senators
500 6'2
59 59
Milwaukee
392 1914
47 73
Cleveland
moved to Texas but couldn't
West
get
away from Dave McNally.
.579
51
70
City
Kansas
They may be the Texas
68 51 .571 1
Oakland
58 60 .492 1011 Rangers to most, but to
Minnesota
58 63 .479 It
Chicago
McNally they're the Texas Pat54 63 .462 14
California
356 26',
42 76
Texas
sies.
"I'll admit I've done some
Thursday's Games
(Tidrow 9-11) at good pitching against this
Cleveland
N
(15-6)
Kansas City (Splittorff
team," said McNally in an unOakland (Blue 12.7) at Boston
(Curtis 11 9)
derstatement after whipping
Only games scheduled
Texas 5-1 Wednesday night for
Friday's Games
his 17th straight victory over
Chicago at Baltimore N
N
Kansas City at Boston
the Rangers.
N
Cleveland
at
Minnesota
McNally started his winning
• New York at Texas N
Milwaukee at Oakland N
streak in 1968, when the team
Detroit at California N
was in Washington. He can't
explain it, only enjoy it.
National League
East
McNally had a no-hitter going
W L. Pct. GB. until Toby Harrah led off the
512 62 59
lOuis
St
seventh inning with a single.
3
487
57 60
Pittsburgh
57 62 .479 4
Montreal
The only other hit off the Balti5
471
56 63
a
( cg
more left-hander was a home
55 64 462 6
Philadelphia
3 65 4.49 7' 2 run by Bill Sudakis in the
York
Nev,
We5s,
eighth
76 45
628 Lo'. Angeles
The victory moved Baltimore
607 2' 2
4 48
Cincinnati
San Franosco 65 53 .551 9'2 into first place in the American
520 13
64 59
tOn
n,
,s
Olta
a
H,
A
League East, one-half game
58 65 .472 19
43 77 .358 321 2
San Diego.
over Detroit.
Thursday's Games
Angels 3, Yankees 1
Atlanta (Harrison 7-4) at Chi
Winston Llenas' pinch single
cago (Pappas 5 10:
at
12-4)
Philadelphia (Brett
with two out in the eighth inSan Francisco (Bradley 9-11)
ning drove home the tie-breakOnly games scheduled
Friday's Games
ing run and sparked California
Los Angeles at Chicago
to a 3-1 decision over New
Atlanta at Montreal N
York.
- Cincinnati at New York N
San
Francisco at Pittsburgh
Royals 5, Indiana 1
Al Fitzmorris scattered seven
Philadelphia at Houston N
San Diego at St Louis N
hits for his fifth straight victory
Detroit

one out to
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57
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Parker-McKenney AndThe
Nats Win Softball Gimes
Two exciting games were
played in the Girl's Softball
League Wednesday night. The
first game found the Nats flying
over the Sluggers 20-8.
The Sluggers, playing with
eight players, had a strong 5th
Inning and scored five runs but
could not overcome the big lead
their opponents held.
Leading hitters for the Nets
were Outland with four hits
and Gore with three
S. Nall and T. Nall each had
two hits for the losers.
In the second game, Parker
McKenney edged by the Blue
Hornets, 15-14. The Blue Hornets jumped to an early lead in
the first inning by ParkerMcKenney came back strong in
the second inning to score six
runs and scored six more in the
third.
Blue Hornets picked up the
lead once again in the fourth
and fifth innings by scoring a
total of 10 runs. In the bottom of
the fifth the Parker-McKenney
team was down by two runs.

McGhee and Beatty each hit
safely then were brought in
home on hits by Lawrence and
Noffsinger.
Lawerence carried the big
for Parker-McKenney
stick
with three hits while Dick was
four for four for the losers.

since his recall from the minors to lead Kansas City to a 5I verdict over Cleveland.
Brewers 5, White Sox 4
A bases-loaded sacrifice fly
by John Briggs in the ninth inning scored Dave May and carried Milwaukee over Chicago 54.

111/FM
UPLERS
?sks, ond
.t each or
4, from a
15.1130 1

5 Standard
5 Deluxe

'-COST TV
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Park League baseball players
from Murray will leave
Saturday morning at 11:30 from
the City Park on Chestnut to
attend a St. Louis Cardinals'
ballgame Saturday night.
asked to
Youngsters are
please bring along a sack lunch
for the trip.
Parents are urged to have
before
children on the bus
departure time.

FALL SALE
Sturdl-House Portable

STORAGE BUILDINGS
SIZE

QUANTITY

8'. x 8'
8' x 10'
8' x 14' double doors

2
1
1
1

8' x 16'
10' x 20'
8' x 10' red barn
8' x 12' green barn

1
1
1

Dog Houses
_

$305.00
$368.00
$485.50
$525.00
$805.00
$415.00
$477.00

$585.00
$910.00
$470.00
$540.00
2' x 3'

WE DELIVER

DARNELL MARINE
Phone 753-3734

Hw . 94-E

Black or Whitewalls
6.50-13

$13.95*
6.95-14

$14.95
7.35-14/15

$15.95
43 7.75-14/15

Major League
Leaders

TRIPLES-Carew, min, 9,
COggilli, Bill, 7; Briggs, Mil, 7,
Caluctio, Mil, 7.
RUNS-R.Jackson.
HOME
Oak, 27; Mayberry, KC, 23,
Otis, KC, 23.
STOLEN BASES-North,
Oak, 37; Harper, Bsn, 30;
Carew, Mat.
(10 Decisions)P TCHI
Hunter, Oak, 19-3, .833, 3.32.
McDaniel, NT, 11-3, .796, 2.36.
STRIKEOUTS-N.Ryan, Cal,
7751--Elyieveter -40M9, 104.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (275 at bats)Rose, Cin.-345; Watson, Htn,
314; Cardona!, Chi, .314; Ce
deno, KM, .314.
RUNS-Bones, SF, 102,
Evans, Atl, 90.
RUNS BATTED IN -Bench.
Cin, 1111; Evans, Atl, 86.
HITS-Rose, Cin, 173; Garr,
Atl, 152.
DOUBLES-Stargell, Pgh, 32.
Cardenal, Chi, 29.
TRIPILES-Metzger, Htn, 13,
Matthews, SF, 9.
HOME RUNS-Stargell, Pah.
34; Evans, All, 34.
BASES-Morgan STOLEN
44.
CM, 51; Brock, StL,
PITCHING (10 Decisions)
Brett, Phi. 12-4, .750, 3.23. Os
teen, LA, 14-5, .737, 2.83.
STR I K EOUTS-Seaver, NY
182; Carlton, Phi, 176

NOW

REG.
$345.00
$416.00
$546.00

Sturcli-House Storaiensuies are delivered fully erected and
ready for immediate use. It needs no land pre-preparation or
on-site construction to cause delay.. and you know EXACTI.Y what your building will cost.

$16.95
. 3.25-14/15
• '17.95

By TINE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (275 at bats)Carew, Min, 356. W.Horton,
Oct.
RUNS-R.Jackson, Oak, 116,
-Otis, _ICC. 79.
I NBATTED
RUNS
R.Jackson, Oak. 94; Mayberry,
KC, 11.
HITS-70.May, s Mil, 15g,
Carew, Min, 155.
DbUBLES-A.Radrieuez,
Det, 25. GarCia, MIL 24; Melt

333

Twins 9, Tigers 7
Larry Hisle's two-run homer
in the eighth inning powered
Minnesota to a 9-7 success over
Detroit. Before Hisle won the
game for the Twins, the Tigers
had tied it 7-7 in the top of the
eighth on Ed Brinkman's home

Park Leaguers Are
Going To St Louis

8.55-14/15

18.95
8.1614/15
'Premium designation.relates to the private standards of the Marketer. No
industry standard exists.

Gillette
TIRES

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay
With Approved Credit
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Women's Tournament
WATERTOWN, Mass
- More than 60 women golfers
from around Massachusetts are
scheduled to compete in the
eighth annual Tournament of
Women Golf,Champions at Oakley (3ountry Club Aug. 28
The tournament is open to all
1973 dub champions, and consists of 18 holes of stroke play.
The winner receives a trophy
and a $100 gift certificate.

With Big Raised White Letters

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Phone 753-3164
Murray
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points 7:30-5:00
Hours. Mon. thru Fri. 7 30-5 30 - Sat.
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r Local Families Attend Reunion Of 34th
!AAA Group Held At Nashville, Tennessee
Two local families were was William P. Bray, Colonel of
among those attending the U.S. Army, Retired, former
second reunion of the 34th AAA commanding officer of the
'anti-aircraft artillery i Group group, from Southbury, Conn.,
Association held last weekend who reminisced about the years
at the Downtown Sheraton they served together.
Hotel, at Nashville, Tenn.
Also speaking at the banquet
They were: Mr. and Mrs. was William P. Levine, Major
A J.D. Usrey with their son, General of the U.S.
Army,
'd Bruce, and daughter, Vanessa, Retired, now of Highland Park,
and Mr.and Mrs. J.B. Burkeen, Ill. Before the banquet Colonel
and their daughter, Patsy, and Bray and His wife were hosts
niece, Cindy Murdock_ from for a cocktail party.
j Madison,
Wisconsin. The
The reunion was closed on
Burkeen's son, Dennis, was
Sunday morning with a conunable to attend.
tinental breakfast hosted by Mr
Another family from here,
and Mrs. Thomas Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Puckett
Twenty-four !smiles from the
and son, Kim, had to cancel on states
of Kentucky, Ohio,
Friday due to a death in their Connecti
cut, Tennessee,
family.
Pennsylvania. Illinois, Maine,
The 34th AAA group served Texas,. Georgia,
Nebraska,
together in Europe during Michigan,
Missouri, and InWorld War H. The first reunion diana
were present for the three
held after 25 years was at days'
reunion. Seven members
. Louisville in 1970. Another
of the sixty-six members in the
., reunion is scheduled to be held original unit
are now deceased.
.i
,again in two years.
The group also spent Friday
The reunion opened with a
at Opryland and after the
'"Get Acquainted Party," for banquet
on Saturday night
family members and guests on attended
the late show at the
.
Friday evening followed by a Grand
Ole Opry.
-,... watermelon feast by the hotel
pool.
On Saturday morning, the
men held their business
meeting with the officers,
Thomas Fuller of Nashville,
INGRAM GIRL
Tenn., president, W.A. McGtlire
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ingram
of Houston, Texas, vicepresident, and Lynn J. Slater of of Mayfield Route Seven are the
Detroit, Mich., secretary- parents of a baby girl, Stacy
Renee, weighing seven pounds
treasurer, presiding.
New officers elected for the eleven ounces, born on Monday,
. next two years are William D. August 13, at 1:38 p.m. at the
.: Atkinson of Bowling Green, Murray-Calloway County
.: president; J.B. Burkeen of Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Murray„ vice-president; Lynn
Slater of betroit, Mich., - Deborah Sue, age six. The
secretary-treasurer; Thomas father is employed at Standard
Fuller of Nashville, Tenn., Textiles, Murray.
Grandparents are Mrs. Mary
historian and corresponding
Ingram of Murray Route Two
secretary.
Climaxing the events was the and Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Bazzell
banquet held on Saturday of Murray Route One. A great
evening with Mr. McGuire as grandmother is Mrs: Hera
• toastmaster. Special speaker Adams of Murray Rotate One.
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Deborah Hughes &
Howard P. Newell
Give Wedding Plans
Plans have been completed
by Miss Deborah Lyle Hughes.
daughter of Mrs. Janice Hughes
and Bernard Hughes, both of
Henderson, for her marriage to
Howard Francis Newell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Hall
Newell of Decatur, Ill.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Saturday, August
18, at half past two in the afternoon in the sanctuary of the
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Rev. Richard E. Walker,
church pastor, will officiate.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Miss Edwinna Mills, organist, and
Bobby Reeder, soloist.
Miss Hughes will be given in
marriage by her father and has
chosen Mrs. Larry J. Rideout as
her matron of honor. Her
bridesmaids will be Mrs. David
A. Butler and Mrs. Wayne E.
Simonis.
Best man for Mr. Newell will
be James B. Thompson.
Groomsmen will be David S.
Tosh and David W. Hughes,
brother of the bride-elect.
Ushers will be Tommy Tate,
David W. Hughes, and David S.
Tosh.
The wedding will be directecr
by Mrs. James A. Rogers.
Following the ceremony a
receytion will be held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The reception will be directed
by Miss Amy Thompson,
assisted by Mrs. James A.
Rogers, Mrs. Charles D.
Outland, Mrs. John D. Blue,
Mrs. William B. Heise, Miss
Teresa Clayton, and Midk Linda
Lewis.
Miss Vickle'lleaford will
attend the guest register.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Neal And Wilson
Vows To Be Read
The marriage ceremony
uniting Miss Mary Catharine
Neal and John Ellis Bowman
Wilson will take place on
Friday, August 24, at seventhirty o'clock in the morning at
Paris Landing State Park.
Miss Neal is the daughter of
Mrs. Allison Nelson Beauchat
and the late Harry Lee Neal of
Paris, Tenn., formerly of
Murray.
Mr. Wilson is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank C. Wilson of
Union City, Tenn.

VISTTORS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Snell, Jr.,
and children, John, Cluck, and
Jennifer have returned to their
home in Bloomfield Hills,
Mich., after spending several
days in the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. R.F. Parker,
Murray Route Three. The Snells
also spent one week at
Ridgecrest, N.C.
JONES' GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Prow
and children, Stacy and Hal, of
St. Louis, Mo. have been the
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. CIydc—Jones. Stacy
remained for a week's visit with
her grandparents.
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1 BASIC REAL ESTATE No. 132 I
.,1

Will be offered beginning August 28, at 6:30 p.m.,
in Room 304, in the School of Business Building at . . . I

il,Murray State Uni
versity 1

Mr. and Mrs. Columbus
Waldrup entertained
the
children and grandchildren of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Morris with a fish fry and maw
held on Saturday, August 4, at
the Kenlake State Park
pavilion.
Those present were Mack
Morris of Las Vegas, Nevada,
his first visit here for twentythree years, Mrs. Lela Morris
Waldrup of Dexter, Mrs. Emma
Morris Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Henson, and Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Nanney, all of Benton,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hensley of
Indianapolis, Ind., Mrs. Retha
Morris Myers of Benton, Mr
and Mrs. Raimer Deskins
(Carlene Morris) of Overland
Park, Kansas, Mr, and Mrs
James Tucker and daughter
Debra, and son, Terry, Mr. and
Mrs. Rue Nix (Lorene Morris),
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Nix and
children, Chris and Holly, Mr
and Mrs. Billy Rue Nix and son,
Tripp, Roy Bogard, Mr. and
Mrs. Columbus Waldrup and
daughters, Donna and Deena_

Avoid a scene with
a gentle swan song
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: At my age, I should be giving advice,
not asking for it, but I just don't know how to handle this.
My husband passed away two years ago of a terminal
illness. While he was sick, his best friend Charlie fa
divorced manl was wonderful to both of us, and he promised my husband he would "look after" me.
After my husband's death Charlie helped me in my
grief and loneliness, and I transferred the love I had for
my husband to him. He's pushing for marriage, but I just
don't trust him. I have become suspicious, jealous, and
resentful of Charlie. He says he loves me, but he is very
often "unreachable," which upsets me I have caught him
in several lies, for which he always has explanations, but I
am not convinced.
Every time I try to tell him I want to hold off marrying him, he gets a terrible attack of something Asthma or
the shingles.1 I am so afraid he will die, and I'll be
responsible for it.
How can I get out of marrying him without making him
sick?
IN A BIND
DEAR IN: Avoid a scene. Geatl:. ease Charlie out of
your life. See others and drop him gradually without telling
him it's his swan song. It's your neck or his.

!BIRTHSj
THORN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thorn, 214
South 11th Street, Murray.
announce the birth of a babj
boy, Ronnie Len, weighing six
pounds 71* ounces, born on
Monday, August 13, at seven
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Billy Coleman's Used Cars.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Holland
Tommy Thorn and Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Grooms, all of
Murray. A great grandmother
Mr and Mrs. James Holland are now residing in their
mobile is Finis Lindsey of Mayfield
home on Murray Route Three following their recent
wedding at
Advertisement
the Elm Grove Baptist Church with Rev. Charles Simmons
ofDon't Scratch That Itch!
ficiating.
USE ITCH-MI-NOT—
Attendants for the couple were Miss Paulette Ross as
maid of D( JUST IS MINUTES. If Mot Itch
honor and Charles Holland. brother of the groom, as best man.
ass& •cratchtag. PA.
Set back
at aar drug ...star. ,
Quick-dryin
g
Mrs. Holland is the former Vickie Workman, daughter
ITCH-ME-NOT quiets
ui
Itch in minutof Mr. ia:
kills dorms to snood loo•ling. Fiat,
and Mrs. Samuel Workman of Hazel. Mr. Holland is
the son of Mr. tbr oconsaa, intooct hit... loot itch.
talker aurfac• mobs. NOW at
and Mrs. Prentice Holland of Murray Route Eight.
Holland Drug Co.

DEAR ABBY: I need help soon My son is engaged to
be married. I met his bride-to-be only once She is a beautiful, rich society girl I hear thej are having a big church
wedding There will be judges, congressmen, governors and
all kinds of high-class people there Abby, I have never
been to a wedding like this let alone been IN one.
This is way out of my class I wish I could say I have a
headache at the last minute and ditch the whole thing. I
don't know what to wear, and I won't know how to act or
what to say. I'm afraid I'll be a hick from the sticks and
I'll embarrass my poor son.
I do janitor work in an office building at night, and I
just won't fit in with these people.
How can I either learn fast or get out of it?
GROOM'S MOTHER
DE AR MOTHER: Be yourself, and you'll do just fine. Ask
your son to find out what kind of gown the bride's mother
weartif.- 110111rikour one that will go well with hers.
IPerhaps year son and his fiancee can help you purchase
the dress and accessories.l You need not feel inadequate or
em' arrassed. After all, you are contributing something to
the wedding that is of the utmost importance: The groom!

VineeeeneWierin'eliordWealaaaanalej
•
Uncle Jeff's
•
•
•

DEAR ABBY: BUGGED IN THE BRONX, a secretary,
complained because her husband called her at work several
times daily to talk abotd nygiliig. She said she cuts him
short4 saying she's busy, but he calls right back to finish a
long, boring story.
You advised her to keep cutting him shorter and shorter until he gets the message.
It won't work. Here's my advice: Tell him: "No calls
at work unless the house is on fire or somebody drops
dead." When he continues to call, as he will, do this: When
you say: "Hello," and he says: "Hello," you say "Goodly," and hang up on him before he has a chance to
say
anything else. When he calls back and says: "You hung up
on me," you say "I know it." and hang up on him again.
Nothing else will work
BEEN THRU fT
DEAR BEEN: If that's not "cutting him shorter
and
shorter until he gets the message"-.-what

Payless Department

For Abby's sew beikkast. "What TeenApes W.
b ?We.On OM. Los Angels...Cal.

Multi Scrub 2-oz.
tube

Breck Shampoo

89,,,

6

Normal-Dry-Oily
7-oz. Bot.

"Medicated Cleansing
Scrub"

Reg. '1.25

Reg. '1.69

A000

I

ASPIRIN
Itoro PtME PAIN RELIC/EP

Problems? You'll feel better V you get it off your chest.
For a persoaal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. MN, L. A..
Calif. BIM. Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope.
please.

100% Pure Pain Reliever
Bottle of 200
Sue

Reg. 'L09

CREAM DEODORANT
tor Jar

to

Fridai, August 17 TuilifiY, August 21 World Friendship Club will
Magic Tri Bowling League
meet at me nome of Mrs. Albert will have an
organizational
Crider.
meeting at Corvette Lanes at
7:30 p.m. All interested bowlers
are invited. For information
Shuffleboard will be played call 753-7886, Billie Hall.
by the Senior Citizens at the
Ellis Center at 6:34 p.m.
Thursday, August 23
The kickoff dinner for the
Murray High football team will
A benefit supper and country
be held at Holland Stadium at 7
music show will be held at the p.m. Tickets may be purchased
Dexter Community Center,
in advance from Tommy
sponsored by the Dexter Marshall or from
Bobby
Homemakers Club. Sale of plate Grogan. The deadline for
lunches will start at four p.m. buying tickets
is Monday,
and the show will start at 7:30 August
20.
p.m. Proceeds will go to the
Crippled Children's Telethon.

Paw

ST. JOSEPH ASPIRIN

TUSSY
Se

This course is being offered in conjunction with The Kentucky
Real Estate Commission and
may be taken for 3 hours of credit from M.S.PLIJ may also
be audited, in which cake the
!
student would receive no college credits.
e
This course is approved by the KSREC to suffice for the 30
hours requirement for new
, Stinday, August 19
licensees and may be taken or audited for that purpose. It, also, will
present the basics of
Homecoming will be held at
Real Estate which would be helpful to anyone who is planning to take the
state Real Estate / Old Salem Cemetery with a
Examiniation.
basket lunch at noon. If unable
. .
to attend send donation for
You may register for this course at the August 28 class meeting
or on Saturday August 25 in
cemetery upkeep lb, Relmon
business building, MSU.
Wilson, Charles Rains, Jack
•
i Dodd,
the
or James Carroll.
Cost of the mum will be $54. For those taking only this course.
M.S.O. students willpay for
this course in their regular tuition and fees.
The annual Murray State
kickoff barbecue will be held at
For-MM.Information *tact School -of Business,
the new Roy Stewart Stadium.
Tickets for the event, sponsore&
Murray State University., " •-•
by the Big M Club, can lie
purchased in advance from any
....... ..igion. 44111No. 40111M0- -"MEW ovialin. -ono.
club member. The barbecue
will begin at 6:30 p.m

_I

Morris Family Has
Reunion Recently
At Kenlake Park

Workman-Holland Wedding

Saturday, August 18
First annual Little Miss
Murray-Calloway County
contest will be held at Lovett
/ Auditorium, MSU, at seven
p.m.

I
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* * STARTING SATURDAY * *
•
AAA,Axe.,

PEAIINa:

Bell It Prescott RNA Station
•
618 So. 4th St.
•
Murray, Ky.
•
Clean Teens Board • Free Prizes
Owen Away Each and Evely Weekti
•

Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Morgan Sisk

•
•

•
,*

•
1st Prize - 10 Gallons of Gas
•
The Executive Council of the •
•
•*- 2nd Prize - Case of Drinks, your choice.
Clean Teens of Calloway County
•
High School met on Thursday, •
*
3rd
Prize
i
•
6
pack
k
of
Motor Oil, your choice.
August 9, at the home of their •
•
sponsor, Mrs. Morgan Sisk.
•
Plans for the coming year • Come on by and visit us and get
your tickets. Drawings •
were discussed. The school
• held each Friday, winning numbers
•
term for Calloway High School •
posted at the station •
opens August 20, and the Clean
Teen membership drive will • every Saturday. Must be 16
•
years old to qualify.
start September 12. continuing •
•
until the first club meeting on •
•
All
Prizes,
If
September 25.
Not
Claimed, Are Accumulative
•
•
The next board meeting will
be held on September 11.
•
•
Those present were Amiuida
•
Hoke, president; Marion
-•
Outland; parliamentarian ;
•
Debbie Bonner, historian; Pam
•
618 So. 4th St.
Robertson, reporter. and Mrs •
Murray
,
Ky.
•
Sisk, sponsor
•••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••e

• - 981114 Prescott" Ffn
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Boys

SHIRT
and
SLACK SETS
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• II •

•

S
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Mr
. •
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Ideal for Back-to-School!

a• _f Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

me items not exactly as illustrated.

NV/A Y e41 -MURRAY, K Y.

h

1j, IS.

•

IN

Basket Full Of

BOMBER
LURES

•

to$

'9.00
•

S
BLbyOUWrangSE
ler

ANS
JE
by Wrangler

vaiu.s

Regularly '1.67
Close Out!

LADIES

LADIES

•

-N$350

50

Values to '7.00

w.
No,

•

BOY'S SHORT SLEEVE

4

•

It

•

If

•
ALL MODELS

Back to School

Electric and Hand Crank

Off

a

175

AU. LITTLE GIRL'S

SHORT SETS

1 87

Reduced to
$

All First Quality

More

Sizes 3-7

)

BOY'S

Price 697

BAR-B-Q
GRILLS

$

MEN'S SUPER LEAN

Uncle Jeff's Reg. Discount

ALL

SPACE
SAVERS

for $400

I. a Pair

20%

$ 11 27

Ideal for Back-to-School!

JEANS
$195

ICE CREAM
FREEZERS

Shop Apron L
(
'

S SHIRTS DRESSizes
8-18

DRESS SHIRTS
.1.= xi

Reg. 51.97

1;1

Hampers 14.97
Waste Cans -54.47
MEN'S LONG SLEEVE

CAST
IRON

HOME
CAN

r Square Skillet
r Corn Bread Skillet

DRESS
SHIR&TS
Patterns

r 18 Qt. Pot
r With 7-Jar Rack

Asst. Colors

$277

Prices$495
From
GIRL'S

PANTIES

ALL
Aluminum

5-Piece

LAWN
MOWERS

Put those blankets in LayAway now for those cold nights ahead.

GOLD BELL

COOKWARE
SET

r Avocado
r Poppy Red
SAVE '2.00
Reg. 26.I7

Day of the Week &
Bikini
Styles

Knitting Yarn
Off
Reg. Discount Price 549.99

Prices Start At
BOY'S

DRESS SHOES

MEN'S

DRESS SHOES
Sharp looking vinyl uppers in
two-tones &

MECHANICS

Reg.
•
CREEPER s 10.47
Professional Model
-ge-Padcled-liaad gest.
r Swivel Type Whets
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Dawn To Perform At State Fair
On Monday, August 20, at 8:00
p.m., one of the most recent pop
singing groups to arrive at the
top of the charts, Dawn,
featuring Tony Orlando, will be
performing at the Kentucky

State Fair with Donna Fargo.
Tony Orlando got his start
through Carole King, who gave
him his direction in vocal style
and inspired his first three
singles. In 1970, Tony recorded
"Candida," and he was off to a
phenomenal start, joined by
Telma
Joyce Vincent and
Hopkins for their even greater
hits. "Knock Three Times," and
"Tie A Yellow Ribbon."
were
.Joyce and Telma
among the top backup singers in
the country prior to their formation of Dawn. Between them,
they have been heard on the
records of Isaac Hayes. The
Four Tops and The Supremes.

they ever appeared on
television or did a major concert tour
Telma, .Joyce and Tony are
true professionals: they carry
off their concerts in a
professional. but informal and
personable manner Each
member of the group is given
time to showcase his or her
talent, with plenty of time left
for the group's hits
Dawn's appearance at the
Fair will be its first in
I kuisville

200,000 residents
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of the peace no longer would
have judicial powers.
--Circuit judges would become district judges and commonwealth's attorneys in effect
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....„
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lib: 11
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Photo Contest To
Feature Historic
State Structures

LOSE UGLY FAT

Morgan, Trevathan 8 Gunn, Inc.
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NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER

For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL

753-6434

Fast Print Copy Canter
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i SATURDAY CLOSINOil
;
lesale
f We, the Who
4
;Distributors of Murray, wish to •e this opportunity to inform •
••* tak
our customers that our offices:
*

will be closed each Saturdays
effective September 1, 1973. :
* We would like to thank our •
*customers for their past:
!patronage and assure them:
t that we will be at
their:
;disposal Monday thru Friday •
•
ds.
nee
eum
rol
ir
•
pet
the
for
•
•
•
:Wholesale Oil Distributors of Murray:
on Young Distributing Co.—Texaco :Burt
#
•
• Paul Daily Distributing Co.—Standard :
. •-j
Gould Oil Co.—Union 76
i Richard Orr Distributing Co.—Standard ;
.2.
Kelltudy. Lake _Oil Co.—Shell
*
Rudy. Lovett-Distributing Co.—Gulf •
Roberts Oil Co.—Phillips 66

1

S4VE $30ON THIS FINELYCRAFTED
REALISTICAWFM
Reg.129.95
STEREO RECEIVER•••••

ase5

two Alowitor
Switch

• Full Range fene Controls

We mud be crazy to cur ibe price on this shwa° f•COV•Of IQ low!
we're tossing in a 524 95 value
And to compound thrt insanity
walnut wood cove as a BONUS Fran Mauch the pnce to lour
you dunk
clear ond moving
so
sounds
wsdsthe STA 18 makes it
is your
you', a the recortfing stvcito And if meeing and moiclung
odd a tope player or multiple sets of speakers for total
Hung
18
STA
Tot
111.
enough
long
waited
You'na
entertainment ensoyment
Hoot it cd any of the over 2,000 aosy•to-fmcl Rock° Shock locohons
crazy
•aperionc• a in your bon. tonight Sure, we're
today
But why sok* Nos. of your sansml Act oar, Don I moss out on this
fantastic bowed time offer 31 2048

Four Way Mode
Salado,

• mbprionc Ph000

• Separate loss/Tr•bi• aolonc• Controls
• Built In Amery,
• Color Changing O.oi Po."...
t lock
• law Inperts/Osdpols • Ster.o Heodphons
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To
ledg4
Crosswo
ACROSS
1 Beverage
4 Collect
9 Policeman
12 Toil
13 ConspiraCy
14 Angio•Saxon
money
15 Stretch out
17 Anchored
19 Mountain
nymph
21 Emerge viCtoriOuS
22 Young salmon
24 Cleaning
'device
26 Shakespearian
king
29 Showy Mower
31 Hit tightly
33 Simian
34 Exists
35 Obscure
37 Existed
39 Sun 900
40 Conducted
42 Opening
44 Denude
46 Stan,
48 Lair
50 Lampreys 51 Chart
53 Rips
55 Extras
58 titurnes
61 Measure ol
weight
62 Chairs
64 Born
65 Sum up
66 Taut
67 Afternoon
party

3
3

a
4

'TZ

34
40
46

55
el

DOWN
1 Devoured
2 Not stringent
3 Wring from

65

IlLONDIE
WHAT 1511415 ST1
BLONDE? TT Cla
TASTE Lam COP
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THE FAMOUS PRECISION-ENGINEERED STA-I8 AT'A
TERRIFIC PRICE CUT FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!

THE STA-18 RECEIVER INCLUDES"'
THESE DELUXE FEATURES:

Centwaionnel
Strwpth
Tuning 'MOW
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CHOOSE A MUSIC SYSTEM BUILT AROUND THE STA-18 AND SAVE EVEN MORE
e
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North 12th Extended
Murray, Kentucky
753-7100

Store Hours:
Mon. thru Thurs. 10 to 6 p.m.
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Saturday 10 to 6 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY
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oPlace Your
Ledger & Times...
Crossword Puzzle
Skin ailment
5 Title ol
respect
6 Hebrew month
7 Man s
nickname
8 Sluggish
9 Part ot eye
10 Native metal
11 Cushion
16 Was mistaken
18 Lubricate
20 Speck
22 Buckets
23 item of

ACROSS
1 Beversg•
4 Collect
9 Policeman
(slang)
12 Toll
13 Conspiracy
14 Anglo-Saxon
money
15 Stretch out
17 Anchored
19 Mountain
- nymph
21 Emerge victor IOUS
22 Young Salmon
24 Cleaning
'device
26 Shakespearian
king
29 Showy flower
31 Hit lightly
33 Simian
34 Exists
35 Obscure
37 Existed
39 Sun god
40 Conducted
42 Opening
44 Denude
46 Stalk
48 Lair
50 Lampreys
51 Chart
.53 Rips
55 Extras
58 Hurries
61 Measure of
weight
62 Chairs
64 Born
65 Sum up
66 Taut
67 Afternoon
Party
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43 Fondle
45 Feel indignant
at
47 Delac•
49 Birds homes
52 Nuisance
54 Part of Church
55 Music as written

56 Seed con

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

North Fort News.

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

,

••••••••••••••••••••••00••
•
•
0-*************** •••••
Help Wanted •
Visitors To See Bro. Vaden Who
4E:
* SOMETHING NEW *
•
• -Typist •
Is Coming to Corvette Lanes
* Fast and experienced. 2:30 *•
•
Is III With A Heart Condition
:
* p.m. - 6:30 p.m. or until
•
•
Sorry to report our pastor, Myrtice Nance Sunday.
• work completed.
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He
Bro. Vaden is sick.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles * IBM Baling Machine and *•
Memphis last Tuesday to see his Paschall visited Mrs. Ella •
* IBM Selectric.
•
doctor. Reports were he is ill Morris and family Saturday
Monday - Friday
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with a heart condition. He is night.
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unable to fill his pulpit for a few
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key and *
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•
O. Box 32-W
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MORE income? Want
Actor Tony Curtis, whose
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extra spending money? Earn
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REAL ESTATE & ANTIQUES
Sat Aug. 18 - 10:00 a.m.

I GET IT!
THE CROOKS '

BEATLE BAILEY
MAY I )4Av'e
Ti4E AFTWOOO4
OFF 10 DO
9CME 5i4OPPINey
SIR

6uDBURY'S DEPARTMENT
EsTORE, JULIUS

/X WANTED

CEitTAINLY NOT/
I CAN'T PLAY
FAVORITES! TAE
REET OF US HAVE
TO %Ogg. WAY
OET
Si4OULD
OFF!!

TO 1P.P/ A MINI-5KtiCr
AND SOME
SEE- To-IgOii&A
fLOLI5E5

2AZ

-

Pans, Tenn

Selling will be household furniture all in excellent
condition, kitchen appliances, buffett, china cabinet. 2
dining room suites, bedroom states, and many many
other items. Also selling will be the 3 bedroom home
which features aluminum siding. storm doors and
windows, formal dining area, den, eat-in kitchen.
Don't miss this one.

For Futher Information Contact:

.r• I a
-k
-•r'
ic

308 Irvine St -

416.

)

JERRY MUSTAIN
REALTY 8 AUCTION CO
Phone 642-6048
.Jerry Mustain-Auctioneer No. 457.

NANCY
GOOD

ESTATE AUCTION

MISTER, THE BOTTOM
FELL OUT OF YOUR BAG

cf-7\

I

-01mvoZUM=====

UV ABNER
CaULP!!- 1T
F-FOSDICK!!

THERE'S OvER 5ico,000
IN CASH IN THE. BOY,
OFFICE-AND NO
GUARDS!!

DON'T WORRY,DAD -\e.,/ITN
TkAT•EssENKE or CAT'
IN HIS BLOOD THE.
ILICHISITS WILL TEAR
1-4iN110 PIECES.'"

,04
• .,41istei
•
v401,404

•
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Saturday, August 18, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine,
• 3 miles east of Murray, Ky.,on Highway 94,
near Lake Stop Grocery at late Harlie Williams home.
Will sell bedroom suite, odd beds, electric stove and
refrigerator, TV., dishes, cooking utensils, quilt box,
quilts, piece goods, yard furniture, new Maytag wringer
washer, vaporizer, tables and chairs, lamps, real nice
wash stand, pie safe, two trunks, one small and outstanding. Shaving Mug, child's dishes, ruffled vases,
slate, approximately 40 pieces Japanese dishes and
figurines, old miniature lamp and globe, pair of real old
10" violin bottles, nice hand painted and other pictures, a
set and four other real old sherbert dishes. 217 gallon
Planters peanut jar. 42 gallon stone jar. split basket,
small and large China shoes. J.A. di Smith Co oil lamp,
new cradle type weed cutter, new wire and outbuilding
items. Also possibif 1962 Oldsmobile four door hardtop, in
real good running condition, oil changed regularly and
really taken care of. - Good tires
Not a big sale, but good variety and clean Drinks
available.

c702 C.k.rxic

Not responsible for accidents
Mrs. Rabble Flatwell. executrix.
Douglas Shoemaker in charge of sale.
Phone 133-3375.
.
•
'
Douglas Shoemaker In charge of sale Phone 753-3375.

BABY-SITTER.
WANTED
preferrably in my home. Must
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
have references. Phone 753A21P RESIDENTIAL WT,1314 PopIslip
4736.
Street, 79'x299'. Phone 753PART TIME; need four men who 2306
A22it
apcan work part time from
proximatley 5:30 p.m. till 9:30
1700 MILLER. Good roomy hone
p.m., four nights per week. Must
with new kitchen, carpet, Larl
be at least 21 years of age and
extra bedrooms upstairs and f
bondable. Prefer married.
basement. Bargain priced
$200.00 per month plus bonus to
.00 cash for quick
1154000
those who qualify. Phone 753Al6P Owner-753-9773.
0359.

ri21

"IMMACULATE" - Beautiful well kept brick home
situated 011 1-1•4 acres only 3 miles from town and
quick occupancy. Priced right for quick sell at only
820,000.00. Call now.for a private viewing of this one.
HOME and BUSINESS'- Older frame home in good
condition on large lot with a new 28 x 40 clean-up or
body ihop. everything you need. Located in Hazel,
priced below replacement cost.
KIRKSEY AREA -85 acres, will sell all or will divide
approximately in half. Has about 40 acres tillable that
could be bouOt separate, call for details
SOUTH GRAVES COUNT* -60 acres total with 54 good
lwoductive acres,nice 3 bed:oat:1i home with bath, a
good liveable home.
$4000.00 Nice older home, good shade trees, located in
Kirksey; Lots of home for the money with good well.

bath,electric wall heat. Better check this one out.
IRVIN COBB RD.-Get away from it all on this 18 acres.
With about 5 acres tillable, or buy now for that future
building site Just the right distance from town and
• priced at only 58,500.00.
ed.in.Graves County, with good frame
'
25 ACRES--liacat
home. Would made an excellent retirement home and
have that small acreage tortise that cove or two

A World

1 )FriTT
(*) (
REALTY CO.

-- of Difference753-1597
304 Main St., Murray

MLS

Multiple
Listing Service
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Sell It With A Classified Ad
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Another View

BY OWNER-two story brick ON KENT
UCKY Lake; four
house with full size, basement, large bedro
oms, 2 baths, large
three large bedrooms, two baths, kitchen and
living area, breakLiving room, dining room and fast bar,
fireplace, central heat
kitchen. Has garage apartment and air,
boat dock, large patio,
Less than 10 miles from the lake.
with two bedrooms, kitchen, $35,000.00. Phone
436-5574. A18C
living room, bath and utility-room. Phone 753-=05 after 4:30 KENIANA SHOR
ES-100' x 200'
p.m. for appointment.
A20C restricted lake view. Lots
for
$25.00 down and $25.00 per month.
Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots
LARGE SHADY lot, located for $10.00 down
753-8382
and 10.00 per
corner of Lynn Grove Highway month. Centr
al water-lake
and Johnny Robertson Road access
, all weather streets. Drive
ON KENTUCKY Lake two LAKE LOT on
Cypress Bay. Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430 Northe
ast on 444 from New
bedroom, with ftreplace, wall to Phone 436-5345.
Al8P nights.
A16C Concord and follow Keniana
wall carpet and furnished price
signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or
$12,500. Phone 437-4444.
Al6C
436-2473.
September 12C
BY OWNER. lovely three
bedroom brick house available
Due to other investments,! am offering part of my home
now,call 753-4381
A16C
farm for quick sale.

*SPECIAL*

0
•
•

•
•
757:11916

FOR SALE

FOR SAIX.

•
•
•

DAiRY
PROPUCT5
<

NICE HOUSE & 1 ACRE

PAGE EL

GET READY FOR

1973 HON]
two month
6106.

$12,900
John Randolph Realty
and Auction Co.

Farm Land For Sale y iwner

FIVE ACRES in city on one of
main highways. Frontage zoned
for business. Has good five room
house, fenced, small stock barn.
Only $27.500.00.
40 acres open land near Lynn
Grove, all tendable, sowed down
in permanent pasture. $19,000.00,
53,00.00 down, balance on long
terms at 7 per cent interest.
Good two acre building lot on
Highway 94 near lake. Only
$16,000.00.
Galloway Insurance & Realty,
phone 753-5842.

185 acres, more or less, at $230.130 per acre.
This farm contains:
125 acres of rested crop land.
55 acres in good saleable timber
5 acres of roads. drainage and etc
Plenty of fence wire and spring fed stock water
Immediate possession with deed.
All but 20 acres of crop land now ready for fall plowing
Let me show you this farm.

Lynwood Morris
Route 1

Sedalia, Ky.

STANDUP

4
10LSE

House
located
on
beautiful wooded one
acre lot, two miles
south Three bedrooms,
two baths, family room,
fireplace,
built-Ins,
central air.

".m. U.S Pm,
--M
,117) bUnhel !crew*

1

BY OWNER: beautiful shady
lot
100' x 253', beside park, Sharp'
Street. Ready for quality home
Phone(606 549-2494. Augus
t27NC

Nobody Knows Murray and
Calloway County Like

'WI

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE' LISTING
Phone 753-4342

753-1607
753-7638

HOMES

2 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all modern
1 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all
modern
2 bedroom furnished home, carpeted
Homes located on Kentucky Lake private bay. Each home is
$125 a month-we furnish utilities. Security deposit and
references. Call 436-5469 after otee p.m. for further information.

"Let's bye Color" Booklet helps jou
color style your looms.,Ask for your
free copy when you comein'

YOUR CHOICE:

SUMM
ArtIlstr
First Ii
525 x

TWO BEDROOM house. Phone
753-5801.
A18P

TRAILER ALL electric, three
bedrooms, two baths, $110.00 a
month. Phone 753-2377.
A18C
PRIVATE ROOM with private
entrance, kitchen privileges if
desired. Phone 753-1387.
A18C

CUSTOM MIXED
COLORS HIGHER

Regular '5.19 Latex House
Paint or Latex Flat Wall Finish

Murray Home & Auto
Store
Chestnut St
753

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
air conditioned, two bedrooms.
Has- living room, kictchen and
2571
bath. Utilities furnished, except
gas. Would prefer boys. Phone 1973 HONDA CB-350 very g
SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
condition. Only 3 months old. 5 H.P. riding mower
753-3143.
A
18C
,$206.95, B &
LIKE BLUES AND GREENS? This tri-level is FOR YOU!!
Phone after 5 p.m. 753-3664. A I7C S Engine. 7 H.P. electri
EFFICIENCY
BIG FOUR BEDROOM OLDER FRAM
APARTMENT,
c start
The entry foyer directs traffic beautifully from the kitche
E home nestled
n
extra large. Vacant. No pets. TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
among the trees. Walk from room to room
riding mower,30" cut, $319.95, B
to den in lower level. Four bedrooms, 2us baths, are locate
and really feel the
d
charm and glow of home Modern kitche
f80.00 per month. Phone 753-8:333 trailer court Ds miles east of
&S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway
for maximum privacy. In Canterbury for $44,500.00.
n with all built-ins
1952 FORD tractor and equip- 68, Benton
Small rented home at rear of property
or 753-7671.
, Ky.
September 4C
A I8C Murray on Highway 94. Phone
helps pay off your
753-2377.
mortgages Both homes for *24.500.00.
A17P
A18C ment. Phone 436-5688.
1969 SUZUKI TS90. Excellent
LOOKING FOR COMFORT, CONVENIENCE, Charm,
condition,$225.00. Phone 753Great Yard. Great Location and Moderate Price? This is
TWO PRIVATE rooms, one block
PO YOUR PACKING TONIGHT. Home
is vacant and ready
117.
it!!! $19,900.00 buys it all with basement, fireplace. three
from university. Air Conditioned. NICE ALL paneled two
to move into Has central heat and air,
Al6P
ROUN
D
bedro
om ANTIQUE
three bedrooms, two
oak table'
bedrooms, and drapes as a bonus. Waiting for you at 708 Elm.
Phone 753-6425 days and 753-5962 duplex, private drive,
$100.00
baths, large family room-kitchen. Excell
Two
.
reprod
uction
anall electric.
ent location near
nights.
A16C Also two bedroom 10'x42' mobile tique single beds with mat- HAT
high school. $27,500.00. Call, then start
RACKS $2.00. Letter holder
packing.
moc tresse
,
s, $75.00 and $125.00. An- $2.00,
INCOME
home Phone 489-2595.
Desk sets $3.00, and Walnut
PARDON THE TREES.This two
TWO
LARG
E furnished aparttique couch, $50.00. Two chest of
bedroom brick on 121 South
jewelry boxes $5.00 and childrens
ESTABLISHED FLOWER SHOP with extra
seems lost in the trees, but it can
merits, Carpeted and air condrawers, $10.00 and $15.00. Book wheel
be your find. Knotty pine
large lot.
barrows $4.00. Can be seen
Closeness to univeriity makes it a perfect
den, large attractive rooms and a
FOR SALE
ditioned. Married couples only.
. shelf, $9.00. Phone 753-6194. Al7P at
location for 'any
feeling of home that is what
1624 West Olive or phone 753business'venture. Let's discuss your future
you are looking for. Call and we'll
No
pets.
Refere
nce preferred
income here.
prove it
1712.
Al6NC
.$100 per month. Phone 753-6425
1922 KAWASAKI 500, 2400 miles. 1967 YAMAHA 100cc, $150.00.
ANOTHER RESTAURANT. THIS ONE stays to busy,LAND IS GOING HIGHER. We offer a three bedro
days and 753-5962 nights.
you
A16C
om frame
Extra shatp, $850.00. Phone 753- Phone
will need a big family to run it. If you don't mind work
house,on two acres of land,only 2 miles south of
MN TIRES - Armstrong
and
town. With a
7550.
love money,check this opportunity. It's top drawer
little paint and fixing, you can turn this $8,000.00
MOC
made - while present inventory
place into a
ONE BEDROOM furnished
$10,000.00 one.
lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825-845 by
apartment, partial utilities paid. AKC
WE CAN OFFER YOU THE
REGISTERED poodle, 8 NEW HOLLAND one row corn 14" or 15" *15.06
BEST group of income
+52.80. Custom
Air
condit
j
ioned. Married couples months old, female
producing business investments anyone
DON'T WAIT AND BE TOO LATE. Buy this home at 101
. Phone 753- picker. Phone 435-4232 after 6:00 supreme polyester F-G
has had for quite
-H-78 by
I
only.
No
pets.
Phone
753some
p.m.
1380 after 4:00 p.m
time.
North 17th Street and watch your investment grow by leaps
Al6C 14" or 15" $16.51+52.80. Custo
A16C
9741.
m
A I8C
and bounds $15,000.00 will get you an upstairs apartment,
78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
LARGE APARTMENT COMPLEX completely rented
DOUBLE BED,hard rock maple, 14" or
. Good
main floor living quarters and full size basement. You can't
15" 517.70+52.69,
income, great investment. Ideally and centrally
USED
located
beat it at today's prices.
MARQUETTE
16' Sealy Posturpedic mattress. Like Polyester Glass belted F-G
$40,000.00 will get you the deed.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, refrigerator
-H 78
-freezer, frost free new. $125.00 for all. Phone 753- by 14"
or 15" 518.44+53.10
located
one
block
from
AlsiITN-GATESBORO, this two-story home is loaded with
2836.
Phone
753-240
3.
EXCELLENT RESTAURANT IN PRIME LOCAT
A16C
A 16C bPyolly4e,st:rr
University, two to four girls
$2l Belted F.G-H 78
ION.
charm. Has many outstanding features. Upstairs can be
Owner has one of the best businesses in town, but it
15" $21,50
$500.0
per
is
1,50+$
+$3.10
0
gettin
semes
3.10..
finished to comply
g
ter
plus
with your needs. Professionally
REGISTERED AND full stock
too much for him. Been toying with the idea of
70 series Polyester glass belted
owning your # utilities, and deposit. Contact VITA MASTER custom bull hamps
decorated. You will like it.
hire
own' This is perfect.
boars and gilts. Phone F-G-H
John Pasco, Jr., 753-7278 or 753- messager with automatic timer, 753-939
70 by --lc--67- 15"
0.
Al6NC 520.81+1306. Wide 60
WHY POSTPONE HAPPINESS UNTIL
phone
753-89
2649.
90.
A21NC
series
A 16C
ACREAGE
FALL? Buy now and
nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15"
have the kids ready when school starts. Only
in block from
CHOICE WATERFRONT LOT IN Lakew
AKC POODLES. Going out of $25.90 + $366.. Roby.Sales. HighCarter school is a four bedroom. Pz bath older
ay,
$ PRIVATE ROOMS for men 1969 TRI-HULL runab
home with
out, business. I want to sell old dogs way 68, Benton, Ky. Septe
to expansive shoreline, nice trees, lovely perfectly sloped
charm and conveniences. You must see
mber5C
view. A real good
this one. Real nice.
students with kitchen facilities Mercury motor, trailer, new
price at $7,800.00. Waterfront lots are
boat and new puppies. Phone 489scarce as hen's teeth.
centra
and
heat
l
and
air.
cover
Phone
and skis. Phone 753-5567, 2651
Call now!
MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME'TRUE-A gracious tri-level
Al7C SPECIAL 16ET.,5-slat panel gate
436-6479.
A27C after 5:00 p.m.
A 16C
brick home on large lot in Gatesboro. You will love the
$20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel gate
TWO BEAUTIFULLY WOODED AC ,S south of
1972 HONDA 350 chopped. Will $19.40,6
elegant living and dining rooms, well planned kitchen,
Coldwater. Lovely homesite. $1950.00.
ft. chain link gate, $12.75,
NICE TWO bedroom trailer, PI
sell cheap. Phone 753-6759 after 8 ft.
spacious den, with fireplace, four large bedrooms, 2b2 baths,
chain link gate 513.50, 10 ft.
AKC REGISTERED poodle 6:00
miles
Conco
out
rd
Highw
ay.
beautifully decorated, truely elegant. It can be your dream
pin.
ANOTHER GREAT HOMESITE ON VAN
Ai7C chain link gate $14.60, 12 ft. chain
Cleve Road
875.00 per month. Water fur- puppies, toys and miniatures.
home for 551,900.00.
Already has large trees, water,septic tank,
link gate $15.40, 14 it chain link
garage and home
Reaso
nably
nished. Phone 753-9773.
priced. Also stud
ADC
foundation. $8500.00 buy the package
GA.S HEATER, good condition, gate $16.50, 16 ft. chain link gate
service. Phone 753-6379.
A20C
WHY WAIT FOR ANOTHER PRICE RISE?
$75.00.
30
gallon
Three bedroom
water $17.50. Also 6 ft. steel post $1.30.
A PRIME LOT FOR AN APARTMENT
ONE--3 bedroon, 11,2 bath trailer,
home on Whitnell can be yours for $17,500.00. Not
building, on corner of
tank,
H.P.
many neat
Myers
PECK
pump.
Y
Ex 35 percent hog supplement pellet
CYPR
ESS lumber, good
16th & Olive. This may be it.
available immediately. Phone
little homes left at thts. price. Call
cellent condition. $50.00 for both. or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
quickly?
753-1551 or 753-2930.
Al7C for interior decorating. 5,000 Phone
753-7686.
square feet. Phone 753-5671 days
DON'T USE YOUR IMAGINATION.
Al7C hog supplement I pellet or meal)
LAKE LOTS IN Pine Bluff, Panorama, and I,akeway Shores
Call us to show you the
.
$13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
or 753-3430 nights.
interior of this ranch located in Gatesb
A 16C
orough with three
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
BUILDING A HOME OR LARGE BUSINESS?
1972 SUZUKI-350, excellent 41 per cent dairy concentrate
bedrooms, plus den, formal dining,
We
offer
the
large living room with
unfurnished, 1669 Ryan 5150.00 1972 YAMAHA
only choice small acreage between Murray and Alrno.
fireplace. Modern kitchen plus breakf
175 Endurio, condition. Must sell. Phone 753- $8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle worLet's
ast room. Garage with
per month. Phone 753-0312 after cellent condition.
mer boluses 65 cents each.
see this one. In three years you will be mighty
electric door opener.Drapes and many
Phone 753- °713 after 5:00 p.m.
A18P
happy you
conveniences. Asking
4:00 p.m.
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
bought it.
A16C' 123 before 4:30 p.m. or 753-7699
only $43,500.00.
65 cents each. Rhodes Feed Mill
ter 5:30 p.m.
A2ONC REMOVE CARPET paths and
WE HAVE MANY NICE BUILDING SITES
TWO ACRE§ ON FAXON ROAD with
Cuba, Kentucky. 382-2593. A27NC
in
and around
spots; fluff beaten down nap
two story concrete
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
with
Murray. They can be found in Sherwood Forest
block house. Price? $7,500.00. Needs some
B FARMALL belly mower Blue Lustre.
, Kingswood.
fixing. but price is
apartm
Rent
ent.
Air Conditioned. All
shampooer SEAMLESS
Gatesborough, on Miller Ave., Oakdal
right
and equipment. Phone 753GUTTERING, white
e. and one in Cherry
$1.00. Big K, Belaire
Electric. Adjacent to university
Corner.
Shopping enamel finish,
3784.
never needs
Center
,
Al6C
campu
Couple
s.
s
only.
Phone
753A 18C painting. Free
WAKE UP WITH A SMILE AT 1635 Catalina. You'll
estimate. Phone
be so"
3805.
FARM
S
Al7C
glad you said "Yes" to:buying this three bedroom, two
GLASSMATE 16' bass boat, 140 TREAT rugs right, they'll lie a 753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
bath
brick home. Features a large country kitchen-den comAugust23C
Mercury, foot control motor delight if cleaned with Hue Service, Murray.
30 ACRES ON HOPPER CEMETERY ROAD
near Center
bination, central heat and air of course. Buy now, move
HOUSE FOR a' middle age guide,
Ridge Only $8,500.01, completely wooded.
power trim and carpet, Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
DINETTE TABLE formica
today, and tomorrow wake, up smiling.
working WY.Call 753-2981. Al/C 1972
top,
model. Colt pistol 357 $1 Kwik-Pik Market, Five
with six vinyl covered
magnum, Browning automatic 12 Points.
chairs.
A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN On 641 South,
A18C
apGood condition. $40.00 or
guage 3" magnum, 32" barrel,
_ proximately 80 acres
best
h1ouse, two 166a
BIG GARDEN LOADED WITH VEGETABES on this 12 acre
ceti-b,lishre- •
• 'WANTED TO- RENT
offer. Phone 753-3092.
tobacc
base,
o
--chok
all
AHINC
e.
fenced
G0410
--Goos
and
plus. Added banns is the extra neat one bedroom aluminum
has Year round spring.
e- and- Olt
CsIRL'S-clathes, Jae* 7-5
decoys(with camouflage net. Also and Jr. 9-11. Phone
siding home, complete with carpets and drapes In Cherry
WANT TO RENT. two bedroom
753-5866. A16C
NEAR LYNN GROVE 40 acres, 30
1972 HONDA 350, One year old. tendable.- Illo«/ in(-orner and all for $10,700.00. When you see it, you'll want
house, preferably furnished, in Lowrance depth finder, pickup
vestment, low price. •
it
truck, tool box behind cab:
August 27. excellent condition.
Murray area. Phone 753-4885
waarwarosasesewseoceir
Phone 753-6995 after 5:00
TWENTY-ONE eight weeks old Redi high handle bars, luggage
after 4:30 p.m.
A18P
rack, back rest, 2,000 miles. 753A 16C pigs. Phone 753-4710.
Al6C 5037.
A 16C
GO FIRST CI ASS our Canterbury subdiv
ision
everything you've always wanted in a luxury home has
home-great
location. 3 big bedrooms, fireplace in
den, fully equiped
kitchen and loads of other extras. It's
only S42,500.00 so
call today for an appointment.

LARGE 200 x 400 LOT WITH three bedroom home south of
Lynn Grove. Will be close to new school. Real good area.
You'll see.

VEFtN0
Western
Inc.,
across f
Center.
through
Sunday
levis. la
.Just
shoes-s
hats-We
cent sale
store. 2 f
boots an
I adies
styles
Now $R.

,
'401,
•own Inx

FOR RENT

Available September 4-June 1. Married studen
ts or faculty
only.

OBILE HOME with washer
and air conditioning. On Lake
front lot at Blood River Subdivision, about 12 miles from
Murray. Phone 436-2427 after 8-00
p.m.
A22C

)10S4ES

Excellent
Value' "

PAINT.

FOR RENT

s
WOULDN'T YOU really rather
live in a residental area? Place
your mobile home in a small
Park
with
superior
accommodations. VA approved.
Swimming pool city utilities, on
both bity and county school bus
routes, Fox Meadows and Coach
Estates. See our yellow pages ad.
753-3855.
j
A22NC

TUCKER REALTORS
Sales Consultants- Home Phone
753491O
Ron Talent
753-895
C. Bailey Hendricks...

9.14,
2r6Ci

I OR RENT

1-svGOKING" A-HEAD!!

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

STANDAIP

For Sale
By Owner

Phone 753-2780 Days or
753-7682 After 7:00

PEACH S
Redskin
are read
freezing n
hurry. W
beans,
hot and
pound or
melons
number
Fliping
City, Te

j

H.P.

900 x
„1000
1000 x
Armstr
truck t
125
900
1000 x
1000 a
truck
825 x
900 a
1000 a
Armstr
825 x
*1
1000 x
Roby
Ky.
GU 1
seam'
your
Lyles
estima
SPECI
gate
gate $
$12.75,
10 ft.
chain
Link g
gate
$1.30,
f pell
cent
meal)
each.
centr
cattle
each.
blo
Feed
2593.
it"
$5.25
$4.75
selec
up.
and
and
color
and
Mart
week
2420.

co
17,
Hig
tuck
GA
clot
Fri
1:00
YA

97,

0, 1973
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•
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FOR SALE
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FOR SALE
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SERVICES OFFERED

Can

•

•

753-1916•
•
•

••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

••••••••
WANT TO BUY

NOTICE

N()TICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

1973 HONDA CB-350, 500 miles, TELEVISION, RCA, cabinet WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex- WANT TO BUY pool table. Also
Thursday, Friday, Saturday. and Sunday
two months old. Call 767model black and white, $15.00. terior Painting. Phone 753.4832 want to buy used 22 rifle with
scope.
Phone
753-9495.
AMC
from
8:00
a.m.
to
4:00
p.m.
and
6106.
Al6C Phone 753-3570 or 753-6602. A17NC
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
2
WANT TO BUY 1968 or 1989,
estimates.
PEACH SEASON is about over.
Mixed
breed,
Camaro.
part German
Prefer
automatic
LIVING
September
18C
ROOM
couch
and
Redskin peaches 16.00 a bushel,
chair,
transmission. Phone 753-4629
are ready for canning and used, green. Phoen 753-2849. A18C
Shepherd and part Collie
days or 7534150 after 5:00
freezing now, but you had better
FOR
ALI.
your
additions,
p.m.
Al8C
AKC
REGISTERED
Phone 753-0612
St.
-----hurry. We have apples, green
Bernard,
beans, peas, corn, cucumbers, male, seven weeks old. Phone remodeling, residential or
after 5:00 p.m.
A18C commercial. New or old. Free
- hot and sweet pepper, by the 753-8766 after 3:00 p.m.
WANT TO BUY pre-recorded
Call
estimates.
753-6123.
TFC
pound or bushel. Large waterstereo casette tapes. Phone 753melons 99 cents. 10 pounds
MUSIC LESSONS: For voice or 9039.
ANC
number one potatoes $1.49. NEW 26" ten speed bicycle, piano
TV Towers
lessons call Linda Wright,
$75.00.
Phone
753-8831.
A22C
Fliping Hillbilly Barn, Union
& Antennas
489-2553.
Al7P
City, Tenn
A17C
Lowest Prices Ever
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of
_
COUCH good condition, $50.00.
TV Service Center
Times. Please
&
Ledger
The
ROY
HARMON
carpenter.
&dab
Phone 753-2478.
11'C
Central Shopping Center
103
Times,
&
Ledger
the
bring
to
Houses
trimmed-formica
tops
VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe &
Phone 753-5665
TENC
Western Store & Shoe Repair, LAWN- AND garden tractor, 7 .tirid doors-custom building and North 4th Street.
Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace, H.P., new engine. Excellent remodeling. Quelity workacross from Central Shopping condition. Phone 437-6269 after manship. Phone 753September 17C
Center. Hours 9:00-9:00 Monday 6:00p.m.
Al9C 6190.
through Saturday, 1 : 00-6 :00
Sunday. Just arrived-3 styles KENTUCKY'S LARGEST. TIMBER-LODGE of
TennLevis. latest style bush jean bells variety of pistols Buy now while Tucky Lake, Route 1,
Springville,
Just arrived 10 new styles dress you can still get them at Tennessee will do your
stone
shoes-solid leather. Western reasonable prices. Country Boy wait. Large selections of
stone.
hats-Western clothes. . 10 per Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles Phone 901-593-3534.
TFC
cent sale on now throughout the from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
store. 2 for 1 sale on Verde dress and 164. Open Sundays unUI 4:00 BOYS LOCKSMITH Service.
boots and Roughout casual boots. p.m.
Al8C Phone Paris,642-6551..
TFC
Ladies golf shoes, $12.97. Four
styles Western Jeans, $12.00JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Now $9.00.
TFC VA LOANS,no down payment for Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
qualified vertran. 12 years to South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
SUMMER CLE
CE on all pay. Drive on out almost to Jerry McCoy, owner (502) 492.Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. 8837.
Armstrong large
TFC
Pee.
First line:
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14 Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway. Paducah, Ky. THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
900 x 20-10 ply 846.18 + $7.33
443-6150
AISC
next to the Dairy Queen. Phone
.1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
753-8240.
August24C
1000 x 22,12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
Armstrongs best highway tread ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, BURNETT'S MOBILE Home
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the Service, 1105 Lackey Street,
truck tire.
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14
825;20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
pickup camper, toppers. We also different colors
900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + 47.33
to choose from.
1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00 rent campers by the week or Underpenning and anchors.
1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.98 weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489- Central air conditioning. 24 hour
Al8C service. Phone 502-442Arrnstrongs Best traction type 2303.
truck tires.
September 7C
3115.
825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 + $7.25
CREOSOTE POOLES, 8' to 25'
900 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52 and treated fence posts. Murray WILL DO ironing and sewing in
Armstrong Best lug type tire: Lumber Compnay, 104 Maple my home. Reasonable. ButStreet.
tonholes made.Phone 753825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
IN MEMORY
SERVICES OFFERED
900 x 20-10 ply $6611--i-**:51
2515.
AUTOS FOR SALE
A22C
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52 CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
In
memory
of
our
loving
CAMARO-1987,
black with red
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, full of them at prices you couldn't
daughter, sister, sister-in-law interior, 327 , headers, M-T mags.
Tennon
(--TIMBER-LODGE
-Papering
-Painting
Ky.
believe,
$450.00.
starting
at
Full
September IC
and aunt, Ora Belle Travis who Phone 753-3336 after 6:00
-Canvasing
'
type, fold down and motor homes. TuekY Lake, Route 1,SPriniiville,
passed away two years ago, p.m.
Al7C
FREE ESTIMATES
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears New and used. At Bill's Camper Tennessee, will build complete
Will Be Open
August 16, 1971.
starting at only
fireplaces,
Corner,
located
111111Baeglant
at
Bill's
Mobile
seamless gutters, installed per
Our
beloved
stones
daughter
Selection
of
took
her
$695.00.
Homes,
71341111
3900 Clarks River Road,
your specifications. Call Larry
1965 FORD Fairlane-289 four
Satisfaction
I" flight from this earth to her new
I.yles at 753-2310 for free Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for 4'vailable.
speed, two door hardtop, needs
home
in
Heaven
to
901-593be
with
Jesus.
mac guaranteed. Phone
7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
estimate.
TFC information 443-6150.
paint, 1400.00.767-4382.
A16P
TFC BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, Sbe took her suffering and illness
.3534.
Located at North 15th and Ohve,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and as it came and thanked God
former site of The Hut
:SPECIAL 16 FT., 5-slat panel
SERVICES OFFERED
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or before closing her eyes at night 1968 GALAXIE 500XL two door
We will be registering children, ages
,CONCRETE
WORK.
Lee 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
gate $20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel
TFC to sleep for letting her live that hardtop, vinyl roof, power stering
3 years to school age, all week
WASHING. Ex-, Childress. Walks, floors, drives,
gate $19.40, 8 ft. chain link gate, WINDOW
day. We cannot understand why disc brakes, 390 motor with
OPEN HOUSE will be held on
Operated by Mrs. Jack
$12.75,8 ft. chain link gate $13.50, perienced. Very reasonable patios. Phone 753-6170 Almo, CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY God took her home so soon.
automatic transmission, like new
Saturday, August 25th from 2 until 5
Al8P steam cleaned. Phone Carpet We are not to question God's inside and out. Nearly new tires
Milly i Ward.
10 ft. chain link gate *14.60, 12 ft. prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr. Kentucky.
P.M., for all interested persons.
?"17C
chain link gate $15.40, 14 ft. chain Thompson.
Master 489-2504.
TFC work. One thing we do know, we new shocks and local car. $1025,
USE THE pea sheller.
link gate $16.50, 16 ft. chain link
ioved her phone 438-2368.
God
all
loved
but
her,
A16C
Mimi 753-6199 Day or 753-4478 Nite
gate $17.50. Also 6 ft. steel post ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign 50 cents per bushel. Also peas and DRESS MAKING and alterations best. He has promised no more
in
my
home.
Phone
436other
fresh
vegetables
for
sale at
$1.30. 35 percent hog supplement'Company, $67 South 4th Street,
tears, no death, neither sorrow or
August21C crying
the Market, 14 miles out Con- =5.
(pellet or meld)$12.00 cut. 40 per Phone 7$3-1134rand no pain in Heaven for
Ocloberl7G cord
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
MUSIC
Highway.
4-4- 211
cent hog supplement (pellet or
The former things have passed,
repair and sale. New Concord
SCARBOROUGH
PLUMBING
&
meal)$13.00 cut. Fly blocks $2.20 WILL
away. We know she is better off,
DO trash and brush WILL. DO baby-sitting
Road, phone 753-8114.
TFC
in my Electric Complete pump repair but we who are left behind, God
each. 41 per cent dairy con- hauling.
Reasonable rates. Phone home. Licensed practical
service.
Let
us
old
your
check
nurse,
for
Rogistor
Now
centrate $8.25 cut. Tramisol 753-6130.
only knows how we miss her.
TFC Phone 753-5002.
4-Door, Vinyl Top
A17C pump for you before you buy a In our hearts lives a picture
cattle wormer blouses 65 cents
new one. 24 hour emergency
each; Thibenzole cattle wormer FREE
more
precious
than
silver
or
gold,
ESTIMATE on septic tank
service. Phone 753," Good Rubber
blouses 65 cents each. Rhodes
the picture of our loving daughter
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality 5543.
August21C
Feed Meal Cuba, Kentucky. 382sister,,
and
memory
whalie
will
Factory Air
work guaranteed. Business and
2593.
A23C ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign`residential. Free
Sarver grow old. Your face is
•
estimates. JOHN'S REPAIR Service:
iOnly limited openings left)
always
before
•
us, your voice we
Call 753-5738
Company, 607 South 4th Street. Phone day or night Mayfield 247•
and
Plumbing-electrical-roofing
all would love to hear, the smile
Le" BATHROOM wall board, Phone 753-8346.
Octoberl7C 7201.
*
PIANO
TFC carpentry.
After 5:00
Phone 753-5897 days or we will always remember of the
$5.25 each. ;I"C-D
plywood,
*
ORGAN
nights.
75341125
we
TFC
all
one
loved so dear.
$4.75 each. Twenty different
selections of paneling from $3.65
* VOICE
WILL KEEP children in my Sadly missed and always loved VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACKup. Plexiglass for storm doors
1TP 1966. Extra good condition,
home by the hour, day or week. by the Travis family.
* GUITAR
No Appointment .
and windows,50 cents square foot
1650.00. 1965 Mustang, V8
A16P
Phone 753-3102.
•
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all
**
DRUMS
automatic,
$4501:10.
Phone
431Necessary
Let us help you
FUR SAI.1 OR TRADE
colors, from 5 tents square foot
W0.
Al6P
BANJO
*
and up. Ross & Tuck Salvage,
get your new car
Leave your heavy cleaning TOYOTA CORONA-1971, four
Martin, Tenn. Open 6 days a
* ACCORDION
door. Economy car. Can be seen
up to the experts at
week. Phone 901-587at 1701 Keenland or phone 753- JEEP-1971, four wheel drive
* TRUMPET
2420.
September/3C
8079.
Al7P with roll bar and convertible top.:
Phone 753-5532.
AlliC'
*BAND
PROFESSIONAL
SALE THOMAS A. Edison air
Phone 753-7575
PONTIAC LE1V1ANNS-1966, 11
conditioners. 10,000 BTU, $184.25.
CLEANING
Notice
cylinder, bucket seats, three in
17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales,
Please Phone
Carpets
floor, $350.00 Phone 753-2742 after
Highway 68, Benton, KenAs of this date, August 16, 1973,
Your
Dixieland
5:00p.m.
Center
August21C
tucky.
,/ Furniture
I Lindy Paschall, Route 7,
Murray,
Ky.ummii
responsible
Murray,
will not be
,/ Walls
CHEVROLET-1957, also 1968
GARAGE SALE Back to school
any debts other than my
PIANO TUNING -Repair
Buick Wildcat Phone 753- •
Windows for
clothing and miscellaneous.
own.
Al8P
7490
Friday 9:00-6:00, Saturday, 9:00Al6P rebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
1:00,816 North 19th Street. Al8C
If No Results:
Call Collect for Free
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
I, Robert Lee Pounds, as of this
Phone:
Estimates
date, August 15, 1973 am not PLYMOUTH-1969 Fury III, two Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753YAMAHA-1971-250 MX and
door
hardtop,
steering,
8911.
brakes
responsible
any
other
for
debts
TFC
motorcycle trailer. Must sell.
and air and radial tires. Phone
than my own.
Phone 753-0263 or see at number
BALDWIN
PIANOS
organs
and
Before 5:00 p.m.
474-2257.
Al6C
Signed
97, Riviera Courts between 8:00
247-7333
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Robert
Lee
Then
Pounds
A22C
a.m.-2:00p.m.
Piano Company, across from
By
CHEVROLET--1962, four door, Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
Al7C
Legal Notice
Buying a new car can be easier than you'd
Ella May Pounds
Al7P good transportation. Standard
expect-if you let us handle the financing
After 5:30 p.m. and
transmission, 6 cylinder. Phone PIANO SALE. As low as 1595.00.
Our cultured oysters are
for you.
Al8C
p.m.
after
437-6269
6:00
Company,
across
Lollard°
Piano
Until 6:30 p.m.
real beauties, served both
from Post office, Paris, Ten- -- 411114,0110.
the
land
deep-fried
BARRACUDA- nessee.
PINMOUTH
Al7C
greatest yet) on the half
condition.
1966, excellent
shell.
I UK LEASE
to drive. Phone 7
Notice is hereby given thatbeginning September 1, 1973,
7931.
Al
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
the sheriff of Calloway County will check all businesses
Order of 6 Big Beauties
------410 E. Wilt
• which sell tobeeco,-eold drinks,ice cream, etc., including
Gulf Station
vending machines,subject to the county occupational tax
AUSTIN FfetileY,'300Cr MK 117 EXTRA-MONEY _wededSt.11
Only '1.75
potential,
4
comma-tip
753-0489
7 /d/
engraved
golden
metal
social
great engine, new paint charFailure to have a county license issued by County Court
or lease, 5 points
security plates. See Rosebud
warrants
beizig
Clerk
will
coal
for
result
the
issued
owners
in
grey),
also
hardtop,
new
Financing Services by
Contact Rudy Lovett
'dArifir MFA
tires. Phone 753-4423 after 5 Sykes, Murray Hatchery. F1ii3rte"
for failure to have proper license's
INSURANCE (/
Security Service Co
753-3571
753-3422.
o'clock
Septemberl3C
A i6C

Free Puppies

FREE

Female

Live Oyster in the Shell with each
dinner from our new menu.
• We will package it for you to take with you.
• We will shuck it, bread it, and fry it for you.
• We will shuck it and serve it to you on the halfshell with cocktail sauce and crackers.

TRIANGLE INN

Ocean Fresh Red Snapper
• Fresh-N-The-Shell Oysters
4P

Nips you
k for your

• Ocean Fresh Trout
40 Fresh Kentucky Lake Catfish
• Maine Lobster, Half or Whole
• Giant African Lobster Tails
- ALL THIS AT THE TRIANGLE

-

PLUS

use
inish
to
753 2571
CE SALE:
,$206.95, B &
electric start
cut, $319.95, B
les, Highway
September 4C
Excellent
ne 753Al6P
Letter holder
00, and Walnut
and childrens
. Can be seen
or phone 753A 16NC
= Armstrong
t inventory
775-825-845 by
/2.80. Custom
F-G-H-78 by
12.80. Custom
r F-G-H 78 by
117.70+12.69.
Red F-G-H 78
118.44+13.10
Ited F-G-H 78
50-1-$3.10. Wide
glass belted
14" -01` 15"
ide 60 series
E-G-L by 15"
Sales, Highy. September5C
5-slat panel gate
slat panel gate
ink gate, $12.75,
ate $13.50, 10 ft.
4.60, 12 ft. chain
14 ft chain link
. chain link gate
steel post $1.30.
lement pellet
cwt. 40 percent
pellet or meal)
locks $2.20 each.
iry concentrate
sot cattle wor5 cents each
wormer boluses
hodes Feed Mill
332-2593. A27NC
ERING, white
, never needs
estimate. Phone
. Atkins Gutter
August23C
LE formica top, •
covered chairs.
$40.00 or best

One year old. !lent condition.
le bars, luggage
,2,000 miles. 753Al6C

* OUR CAFETERIA LINE
• EXCELLENT SANDWICHES WITH SOUP
• SANDWICH PLATES
• THICK, THICK STEAKS THAT ARE REALLY, REALLY GREAT

So. 12th at Sycvnore

TRIANGLE INN

Phone 753-4953

University Day Care
Center
AUGUST 20

'67 Pontiac
Bonneville

MUSIC
LESSONS

Nancy Brittaini
is now employed
at . .
Murray
Beauty Salon • Phone 753-3142

SERVICE MASTER

Legal

138 Music

If You Miss
Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

SERVICE MASTER

753-7278

Ronnie Ross

Triangle inn
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Roll Call Report ..

Henley Attorneys To
Battle Examination

THURSDAY-AUGUST 16, 1973

Oaks Club Women Plan
Luncheon On Wednesday

Astronauts Begin

stead of having to ride my emergency medical services
bicycle."
field. The Administration
The regular ladies day lunThose voting "yea" were supporters also said that this
cheon will be held at the Oaks
Reps. Stubblefield and Natcher. legislation interjects the federal
Country Club on Wednesday,
Voting "say" was Rep. Matzoh. government into an area of
August n, at noon with Mrs.
traditional state and local
++++
SPACE CENTER, Houston sion Control said, and informed
HOUSTON ( AP)- Attorneys and jointly with David 'O.
Della Boggess and Mrs. Ronnie
PIPELINE-Rejected, 198 concern.
for Elmer Wayne Henley Jr. Brooks, 18, in a third death.
Ross as chairmen of the (AP) - Astronaut Jack R. the spacemen to put her in the
Sens. Marlow Cook ifti and were to go to court today to
for and 221 against, an attempt
Lousma manned the Skylab cage, transferring Arabella to a
Henley was also charged with
hostesses.
to restore language allowing Walter Huddleston (Di voted battle a state attempt to force three of the murders by
St. AuReservations should be made telescope console today to start small vial.
judicial review of the Transa psychiatric examination of gustine County authorities and
by Tuesday at noon by calling a day-long observation of the
Additional solar observation
++++
Alaskan oil pipeline's impact on
the youth, one of two teen-agera has told police he took part m
Mrs. Boggess or Mrs. Ross or sun from the orbiting labora- time was put on the schedule
FREEZ
BEEF
E-Passed,
84 accused in the largest mass nine of the slayings
the environment. Failure of this
tory.
. Brooks
signing up at the pro shop.
when the astronauts reported
amendment left standing a for and 5 against, a call for an murder in the nation's history. said he witnesse some
"The sun seems quiet today,"
d
of the
hostesses
are
Other
they were bored with their free
provision which, in effect, bars immediate end to the beef price
Charles Melder,'a defense killings but denied having taken
Mesdames James Feltner, E.C. he reported as he probed for time in space and asked for a
lawsuits challenging the freeze. The action came as an lawyer, blocked an examination part.
Riley,
Jack Benton, Udell solar secrets with a 8121.2 mil- heavier experiment work load.
amendm
ent
to an unrelated bill by the Harris
pipeline on environmental
County psyErwin,
Charles
Brewer, Brent lion assembly of eight tele- They said they had become so
"We
feel
sure
both defendon the labelling of stamp and chiatric
grounds.
unit Tuesday but said ants are mentally
Outland,
T.C. Collie, E.C. scopes.
competent
acclimated to life in orbit that
As passed by the House and coin facsimiles.
ley, 17, probably would be under the
But he added later: "It looks
Wallin, Jesse McNutt, M.D.
law," Hinton said.
they were completing their norThere is little chance, the
Senate, the bill authorizes
court for today's hearing.
McGinnis, Joe Ed Emerson, like a couple bright things com- mal schedule far ahead of time.
"We are just trying to be extra
construction of a 789-mile measure will become
"I never heard of such a mo- cautious
James Ward, J.P. Parker, ing around the east limb.
. If a nsychiatrist found
They were in the 20th day of
pipeline for transporting before September 12, wbeh the tion nor has any other
Rev. Charles L Parker
lawyer," him ( Henley; incompe
Jimmy
Rickman, Henry Maybe we'll have something to their planned 59-day mission.
tent we
Alaska's North slope oil to the Administration is scheduled to Melder
said in an interview.
Warren, Forrest Gilbert, Joe look at in a day or two."
would hring that evidence to
port of Valdez on Alaska's lift the beef freeze. But the
Physicists hope the exAsst. Dist. Atty. Mike Hinton the attentio
He and fellow Skylab 2 crewPat James, Tommy Mohon,
n of the court and
action represented a clear
southern shore.
periment will help unlock the
said the prosecution was mak- ask that
men
Alan
L.
Bean
and
Dr.
Charles Howard, and Wally
he be 'Committed to
The pileline bill declares in Senate position on the shortage
secret of thermonuclear fusion,
ing the unusual move "because Rusk (a state
Owen K. Garriott planned 13ks
Ford.
hospital for the
part that the Interior Depart- of beef products. The amendwhich is the source of the sun's
of the extreme atrocity and insane).
hours viewing the sun today.
"
ment's .'environmental im- ment would allow beef
energy. This would aid in the
depravity of the killings."
Garriott
,
a
physicis
solar
t,
was
Meanwhile, Dallas police inpact" study of the trans-Alaska producers to raise their prices.
search for an unlimited and
Twenty-seven bodies of teen- vestigat
to dominate with nearly seven
ed what appeared to be
Phase IV
project meets the requirements Under
price
pollution-tree power source on
age boys and young men have a homosex
hours at the console.
ual procurement opof the 1969 National En- guidelines beef is the only food
earth.
been
unearthe
since
d
Henley
Mission
Control
today
told
the
eration that extended across
vironmental
Policy
Act commodity subjected to price called police Aug. 8 to
While Carrion concentrated
tell them the country.
astronauts it was time to
(NEPA.) Legislators intend, by controls.
on
the sun, Bean and Lousma
change spiders in the exSupporters said the freeze on he had killed Dean A. Corll, 33,
"Based on my investigation, I
this .derclaration, to immunize
Rev. Charles L. Parker has
planned medical and other scithe
alleged
masterm
ind
perimen
of
.
a
intended
t
to
learn
if entific
have reason to believe Dean completed requirements for the
the pipeline from court beef is forcing slaughter houses
Dr. Ed Crump, superinexperiments today.
these insects can effectively
and meat packers out of homosexual procurement, rape Corti was connected with that B.S. degree from Lambuth tendent of the
challenges.
On Wednesday, Bean took a
Paris
District
of
and
slaying
ring.
spin
a
Web
weightle
in
Space.
ss
busines
s.
They
said severe
ring in Dallas," Melder said.
Most of those voting for were
College, Jackson, Tenn., this the United Methodist Church,
second test spin on an astroHenley has been indicted sepArabella, the prune spider,
environmentalists who argued shortages will occur if beef
But authorities said there ap- summer.
will be speaking at two local
naut maneuvering unit, whose
arately
two
in
of
the
slayings
77
that by-passing the NEPA producers are not allowed to
peared to be no link between
His major was sociology with churches on Sunday, August 19. spun irregular patterns for two 14 small jets spit nitrogen gas
days before weaving a close-torequirements sets a bad pass their incurred costs on to
the ring and the mass slayings. 'major emphasis in social work.
The superintendent will speak
on command and move the asprecedent that undermines the consumers.
he is certified by the state of at the Palestine United normal web on her third day in tronaut about. It is worn like a
effectiveness of the 1969 law.
Those voting against argued
Tennessee as a social worker Methodist Church at ten a.m., a glass cage.
hiker's back pack and was testNow it's backup spider AniThose voting against cited the that lifting the beef freeze will
and also certified to teach in and at the Dexter-Hardin
ed inside the high-ceiling secta's
turn
current and projected energy cause sky-rocketing prices
to
show
her
stuff,
Mis- ond story of
Junior High and High School. United Methodist Church at
the station.
shortages as one of several which only the rich can afford.
Parker will receive his eleven a.m.
James
Tinsley,
Route
Four,
arguments in favor of building Sen. John Pastore (0-RI. said
degree at the May graduation
Following the morning serthe pipeline. They said that that senators opposed to the has been named the new
1974 (due to Lambuth having vices at Dexter-Hardin Church
allowing court challenges would freeze should make their manager of the local Kroger
graduation once a year). His a basket lunch will be served.
delay construction at a time complaints in an "eye-ball to Supermarket.
Cestimed from Page 1)
degree
will be given Magna
Rev. John Churchwell, pastor
Tinsley
original
,
ly from
when the nation needs to expand eye-bal discussion" with the
The Dexter Church of Christ Cum
Laude,
his
of
overall
both
grade
churhes
, invites the
Paducah, has been with the will have
its domestic oil reserves.
The
Wayman's Chapel particulate matter coming out
President.
a gospel meeting point average being 3.61.
public to attend the special
Voting "yea" was - Rep.
A.M.E. Church will observe its of the stacks. However, he
Cook and Huddleston voted Kroger chain of supermarkets starting Monday, August 2Q,
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. services on Sunday.
for 17 years, most recently in and
Roman Mazzoll (D-3). Those "yea."
annual homecoming day on pointed out that sulphur dioxide
continuing
through Lynn Parker, Route 2, Murray.
cannot be removed so easily.
Metropolis, Ill.
voting 'hay" were Reps. Frank
-Sunday
Saturday, August 25.
, August ILL .
He and his wife, Darrylin and
Recent developments made
Tinsley is married to the
Stubblefield (13-1) and William
Rev. A.L. JoheafteOf Paducah
Services will be held at 7:30 bays,
Rodney, Terry, and Hugh
former Beverly Madden. The each evening
Natcher (D-2).
will be the guest speaker for the by the Louisville Gas and
with Bro. Kenneth are formerly of
Calloway
Tinsley's have three sons, Scott, Hoover,
++++
afternoon service at three p.m. Electric Company show conminister of the Benton County. They made their
home
age 3, Mike, 10 and Pat 11.
SALARY CUTS-Rejected,
The public is invited to attend. siderable promise for curbing
Church of Christ, as guest in
(Continued from Page 1)
Mark
Blanken
ship,
of
the Coldwater Community.
sulphur dioxide emissions,
190 for and 217 against, an atSpeaker.
They now reside on Route 2, Murray, will represent the MSU
Harris went on. But he added
tempt to cut $518,000 from the freed "from the Watergate obBro. Hoover, son of Mrs. Jackson,
Tenn., and are the chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha
that he would not force the
$2,070,000 appropriated for the
pastor's family of Providence International Fraternity at that
His counterpart, Robert
expenditure of millions of
White
House Office of
organization's
general
United
Methodist Church.
Strauss
of
the
Democra
dollars by electric power plants
tic NaTelecommunications
Policy.
Mrs. Parker is the former assembly and leadership
(Cauttianed from Page 11
for untried and unproven
The fiscal 1974 money is tional Committee, said the
Darrylin Treas,daughter of Mr. seminar,to be held at Ball State
equipment.
scheduled to pay salaries and President "neither added nor
taxes.
AM
who
here
camand Mrs. H.E.( Jackie) Tress of University in Muncie, Ind.,
He mentioned some other
expenses in this executive subtracted anything from
paigned for higher taxes?"August 20-25.
Route 7, Murray.
where we were before he went
specific
agency.
areas of research-'
Mrs. Drucilla Gibson, age 89,
Sen.
Pete V. Domenici of New
More
than
500
In September Rev. Parker,
unremoval of sulphur 'prior to
formerly of Murray, passed
The OTP participates in in- Oil the air."
Mexico.
dergrad
uates and alumni
will enter Memphis Theological
Nixon reaffirmed the stand away Wednesday at
burning coal and Liquefaction
ternational conferences on
the County
Seminary and will be studying members representing the 201
television, radio and satelite his lawyers have taken in fed- Meadows Rest Haven at
and
gassdication of coal. And he
Paul Jerry Lee says his back
for the
Master of Divinity chapters and colonies in 45
communication, and advises eral court-that by releasing Henderson.
pointed to a new technology
some
is
better
but
not
whole
a
states are expected to attend.
degree.
the President on domestic Wipe recordings made of concalled
The deceased was preceded in
MHD
Imagenlot.
communications policy, such as versations in his office and on death by her husband, G.M.
tohydrodynamicsi, that
his
telephone
the development of cable and
"the
con- Gibson in 1956 and their son,
Durwood Beatty of 1662 "promises to approximately
pay television. The office, fidentiality of the office of the Quinton Gibson, in
1972.
College Terrace has a banana double the amount of power
staffed mainly with engineers President would always be susMrs. Gibson is survived by
tree in his back yard with generated from burning the
and scientists, is directed by Dr. pect.
her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
bananas on it. Which reminds same amount of coal."
Clay Whitehead.
"That is why I shall continue Lottie Gibson, and
Harris warned against the
her grandus of the old joke about the
Supporters of the fund cut to oppose efforts which would daughter, Miss
Venda Jean
fellow who says he can spell strictist application of sulphur
cited Whitehead's warning that set a precedent that would Gibson, both of 1637
West Olive
Kenneth Hoover
banana but just does not know dioxide emission standards,
local news broadcasters should cripple all future presidents by Street, Murray;
Four evening courses will be
Teaching the organizational when to stop. You know, however, until more research is
her grandson, Sadie Sparks Hoover and the
be held accountable for the inhibiting conversations be- Frank Gibson,
done. Such rigid enforcement
and two great Late F.R. Hoover of Calvert offered this fall by the theory course will be Prof. bananananana
"bias" of network broadcasts. tween them and those they look grandchildren,
would cause a power shortage
Robert and City, is married to the former Department of Management in Delbert Honchul, an associate
They called the OTP a "par- to for advice," he said.
the School of Business at professor, and it will meet each
by 1975 which may be 25 percent
Natalie Gibson, all of Tucson, Sue Birdsong
Saw
an
Indian
picture
the
and
Bandana
and
tisan political office" and
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, 0- Arizona.
Murray State University, the Tuesday from 6 to 9 p.m. in other night on TV with the
they have two children, Kenny
time less than the demand, he exargued that its personnel-who Hawaii, a member of the Senchairman, Dr. Roy Kirk, has Room B 302 in the Business just after the Battle
Also surviving are three Lee arid Gwendol
of the Little plained..
yn.
receive an average salary of ate committee, said he was dis- sisters,
announced.
"This would not be a dim-out
Mrs. 011ie Hayes of
Building. It will deal with the Big Horn. The Gaging gun
He
has
served
minister
as
of
$22,000 a year-do not have the appointed with the statement Poole,
Included are one un- behavior of people in business settled this particul
or a brown-out. It would be a
Mrs. Lovie Arrick of churches
ar
issue
in
Ledbetter.
at
public's interest at heart.
and bothered by the President's Henderson, and Mrs. Claudia
dergraduate course, one • for organizations and with the a hurry. General
Blodgett, Mo., Crowder, Mo
Custer is said black-out. It might well affect
Opponents of the cut called remarks that the committee
both underginduates and behavior of the organization to have said
Ennis San Springs, Okla.; one Brookport,
in his battle: us here in Kentucky toe-if the
Ill., Kirksey, Richthe OTP's efforts in coor- was absorbed in implicat
graduate students and two on itself.
ing brother, R.J. Redding of Forest mond,
"Where did all them den n In- Federal Power Commission
and South Fulton, Tenn.
dinating government eosathe graduate level, he said, all
-Park,. Ga.; several nieces and Bro.
requires utilities here in KenThe
departm
ent
dians come from?".
chairm
an
Hoover averages _500
munications policy a necessary
"I believe the contrary to be nephews.
'• three hours of credit. All
tucky to share their power
be teaching the adspeaking engagements yearly.
function. Some of them said the true," Inouye said.
.
are scheduled to start Aug. 27. ministrative
"Never
Funeral services will be held
policy
Ftilaw says total recall is a productieri with other states. So_h_
an
fund cut was a politically have we as a panel
Bro. Hoover attended Freedor as indi- Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
The undergraduate course- management cow-se, which
virtue except in a wife and in spite of the fact that we are
motivated effort to embarrass viduals ever suggeste
Hardem
an
College
and Eastern GBU 242-6 (Statisticsl)-will be deal with the formulation
d that the of the Tapp Funeral Home,
the number one coal-producing
and Detroit.
the Administration. They said President was aware
of or in- Henderson, with Rev. Lyman Kentucky University, and taught by Mrs. Frances Richey, implementation of corporate
state in the nation, we may be
that a previous cut of $1.2 volved
received his B.S. degree and an assitant professor, and will
in the break-in."
Smith Allen officiating.
faced with the same shortage as
strategy. It will meet from 6 to 9
million in OTP's proposed
did graduate study at Murraj meet from 6 to 8 p.m. each
Nixon deplored the abuses in
Burial
others."
will
follow
p.m. each Wednesday in Room
in
the
Shady
appropriation had removed the the
State University.
1972 campaign, but said a Grove Cemetery at Poole.
Tuesday and Thursday in Room B 302 of the Business Building.
New CEA officers officially
fat from the budget.
The public is invited to attend B 202 of the Buiness Building
few overzealous people should
(Cestinued free)Page!)
assumed their duties at a
. It
Registration for evening
Voting "yea" was Rep. not
the services throughout the is a beginning course
be permitted "to tar the
Massura is a masonry con- business meeting following the
in classes at Murray State is
Mazzoli. Those voting "nay"
week,a churck spokesman said statistics.
reputation of the millions of
;scheduled for Saturday, Aug.. 25 tractor in business for himself, general session. They are:
were Reps. Stubblefield and
dedicated Americans who
Mrs. Jane Westenberger,
The "dual level" course is in the Waterfield Student Union His wife has an M.S. in psyNatcher.
fought hard but clean for the
Washington, D.C.. president;
MGT
556-2 ( Business Policy). It Building, beginning at 8 a.m. chiatric nursing.
++++
candidates of their choice in
"I'm sure he (Nixon) couldn't Neil Jenkins, Lee Summit, Mo.,
"This is another attempt by
will be taught by Dr. Rex.
SENATE
1972."
Galloway,
associate the department to offer courses have known everything that second vice-president; and
an
VETO
OVERRIDEHe pledged to do all he could
professor, in Room B 304 of the which will help students, par- was going on," he said., "This John Paulk, Murray, and John
Overrode,77 for and 16 against,
to ensure one of the results of
Business Building each Monday ticularly part-time students, to man as president hal to over- Hewston, Arcata, Calif.,
President Nixon's veto of the
Summer
Revival
Love,
a
retired
services
will be held
Watergate "is a new level of
pursue both the bachelor's and see very many things. It's not members of the board of
Emergency Medical Services
at the Mt. Sinai Baptist Church from 6 to 9 p.m.
political decency and integrity farmer of the Sedalia commaster's degrees in evening just a matter of watching over directors for three-year terms.
Original
announc
ly
bill. The bill appropriates $185
ed
be
to
munity, died at the Community starting Sunday, August 19, and
in America."
what John Dean is doing today
study,"
Mrs. Westenberger took the
dr. Kirk said.
Paducah
held at the
Community
million over three years for
Nixon said from the time of Hospital, Mayfield, Tuesday continuing throughout the week
or what John Ehrlichman gavel as the new presiden
College,
course,
this
upgrading existing emergency
for
both
morning
t from
.
Rev.
He
Warren Sykes, minister
was 83 years of
the break-in "I pressed repeatmight be doing."
Clarence Billings, Jefferson
medical services throughout the
age
of the Spring Hill Baptist graduate and undergraduate
edly to know the facts and parHis wife countered: "He is so City, Ma Paulk, along
country and developing new
Church, will be the speaker for work, will deal with decision
With
aloof. Here is this little Greek Wayne Williams
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. the service
services for patients needing ticularly whether there was any
making
the
at
top
manage
ment
of the School of
s at 7:30 each
involve
ment
by
anyone
god,
at
the
but instead of sitting on Education at Murray State,
Janie Love, and six daughters, evening.
immediate medical care.
level.
has
Mt. Olympus, he is sitting at served as
Mrs. Jewel Guthrie, Sedalia,
The bill calls for better White House."
The two graduate courses are
program director and
The
church
pastor,
Rev Bill
He said he depended on Jus- Mrs. Alfred Wells,
Camp
David."
training of ambulance drivers
campus coordinator for the
MGT 652-1 (Organizational
Murray, Smith, invites the public
to
At the University Club, a pri- conferen
and hospital emergency ?born tice Department and FBI inves- Mrs. Ruford Perry, Almo, Mrs. attend.
Theory) and MGT 656 (AdMrs. Ocie Ford Jernigan,
ce.
tigation
s
and
assigned
White Lindsay Wright, Detroit,
workers, and says that eight
ministrative
mother of Hunter Jernigan of vate club where you can bring
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
Policy
and
M:rs.
Public Health Service hospitals, House counsel, John W. Dean Moses Murrell, (ialesburg,
Management).
Murray, died Wednesday your liquor in predominantly university president, was the
which the Administration wants III, to monitor those investiga- and Mrs. James Crooms, Women Of Murray
morning
at the Obion County Mormon Salt Lake City, a featured speaker at the annual
Club
to close down, must remain
Detroit.
General Hospital, Union City, bunch allowed in the bar. banquet Wednesday evening.
But through the summer of
House rules.
open.
He also leaves a brother. Plan Lathes Lunche
Tenn.
on
"Excellent, "said David E.
Some of those voting for said 1972, Nixon said, he was told no Conley Love, Mayfield, three
She was 82 years of age.
that each year 175,000 people die White House members were in- sisters, Mrs. Ruby Moss,
The women of the Murray
Survivors are her husband, Quinney, 54, former executive
or are disabled because of poor volved.
Mayfield, Mrs. Lucile Caldwell, Country Club will have their
B.V. Jernigan of Union City, of a general construction firm.
"I trusted the agencies con- Xenia, Ohio and
"He laid the facts out and
Mks Tenn.; one
emergency facilities. SupMrs. Bessie regular ladies day luncheon on
son, Hunter of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) porters of the PHS hospitals ducting the investigations," Stunson,
Fulton, eleven Wednesday; August 22, at noon
Murray; one daughter, Mrs. didn't try to whitewash himself.
Some 12,000 Nobles will be
I've
said their patients-mainly Nixon said. "I did not believe grandchildren and eleven great at the club with Mrs.
always
thought
Nixon
was
Bill Pugh of Union City, Tenn.;
Bobmeeting here Thursday through
a good speaker."
merchant seamen and in- the newspaper accounts that grandchildren.
Billington as chairman of the
one stepson, Harold Jernigan
of
suggeste
cover-up
a
d
.
was
I
In Washington, D.C., Waring' Saturday for the 39th annual
digents-cannot
afford
Funeral services will be hostesses.
Union City, Tenn.
Southeastern Shrine Association
equivalent private care. They convinced that there was no conducted at 2 p.m. Thursday at
Members are asked to make
Funeral services are being Patridge, 27, an aide for a Re- Conventi
on.
publican
said they will oppose the cover-up, because I was con- the Mayfield Holiness Church, reservations by Monday
congres
sman and a
held today at two p.m. at the
noon
Nine states and Canada will
closings
until
the
Ad- vinced that no one had/any- with Sister Rosie Young of- by calling Mrs. Billington at 751chapel of the White-Ranson former worker in Vermont for
the Committee for the Re-elec- be represented at the regional
ministratien assures them these thing tO.cover up."
ficiating. Burial will be in 1799.
Funeral Home, Union City,
Nixon only obliqpely referred Peaceful Valley
tion
patients will be cared for.
of the President, watched convention, organized as a famOther
Cemetery.
Tenn., with burial to fotlow in
hostesses
are
Rev. W.Q.Scruggs, pastor, the
the speech, his head in his ily affair.
against to former acting FBI Director
voting
Those
Pallbearers will be Ezell Mesdames Marshall P. Jones,
East
View Cemetery there.
The 103-year-old association
will be the evangelist for
hands, elbows on his knees.
generally . supported
the L. Patrick Gray III's assertion Hayes, Angus Galbreath, Hassell Kuykendall,
June revival service
is
patterned after an ancient
s
'It
President's position -Mit- /fie - that- he-We-4M-Pseoideat
Sunday
had
nothing
-Jaisies-Jaaein-4,-.Todd.
of subWolten Smith, William Donald
Litreigh Friday, Aug. 19-24, et_
stance," said the Yale gradu- order of Arabic Scholars who
$185 million appropriation is July 6 last year that "people on L. Foster, and James House. Overbey, Jack Shell,
S.M.
Paryear Methodist Church,
inflationary.
Ad- your staff are trying to mortalThe
- had the • feeling -that wore red.fezzes to symbolize
Seven 'kittens
Friends called at the Byrn Matarizzo, Hugh L. Oakley,
with three
Max Wimberky will direct being
ministration requested $15 ly wound you by using the CIA Funeral Home, Mayfield
three-qu
% fez now
arters of what he had their learninf.part
Veisian and one big
until 1 John 0. Pasco, Wells Purdom, musk. Services are at
11 am.
given us is a bitter pill and he's identifies the men as mernbers
million in fiscal 1974 to finance and F'BI.T."--to cover up the p.m today when the body was Sr., Rob Ray, John
Edd Scott, Ilaaday and 7:30 nightly brown and white pet rabbit are
demonstration projects in the _probe.
free to persons for pets. For saying 'swallow it, we have of the organization which suptaken to the church.
and Tammy Alexander.
@trough the week
ports 22 crippled childrens' hostliree more years"
if
information call 489-2159
pitals across the country,
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